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Introduction
1

 

Based on official statistics, Coronavirus cases had exceeded 70 million by Mid- December 

2020 and more than a million and half died. The virus affected almost all countries around 

the world
2

.   The pandemic gave rise to a number of questions about the dominant economic 

system, crisis management approaches, equal access to public services, and the role 

played by national and local governments in addressing the ramifications of the pandemic. 

The issue of public services was particularly highlighted not only in terms of equal access, 

or rather lack of it, but also the quality of those services and the level of satisfaction with 

them.  

Examining the relationship between public services and public policies seems inevitable in 

this context. Most countries across the world in recent years have been trying to improve 

public services even if for different reasons including seeking legitimacy for the ruling 

regime, supporting local markets through creating a class that has access to these 

markets, or ensuring social stability and the contentedness of citizens. In all cases, it is 

confirmed beyond any doubt that essential services are the basic rights of citizens on one 

hand and a major component of the development process on the other hand. It is through 

public policies that governments address those services.
3

 The pandemic had a direct 

impact on public services, especially healthcare services, and particularly their provision 

for vulnerable groups such as informal workers, women, refugees, children, the elderly, 

and those who have chronic diseases.  

Focusing on the case of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, this paper attempts to answer 

the following question: Are the policy-making processes and the dominant economic 

systems in the Arab region capable of dealing with emergencies effectively and in a way 

that achieves social justice? This will be done through examining the ability of three 

countries in the region—Tunisia, Lebanon, and Egypt—to provide services amid crises 

through analyzing policy-making processes during the pandemic and exposing the gaps 

that need to be addressed to achieve social justice, especially for vulnerable groups. 

Drawing on official statistics, the following graphs show the developments of the 

coronavirus crisis in Egypt, Lebanon, and Tunisia until mid-December 2020,
4

 that is until 

the first announcement of vaccination procedures in Egypt 
5
. 

 

 

 
1

 Research for this paper has been generously supported by a grant of the VolkswagenStiftung in the context of the 

research project Struggles over Socioeconomic Reforms: Political Conflict and Social Contention in Egypt and Tunisia 

post 2011 in Interregional Comparison. This project is being conducted at the Peace Research Institute Frankfurt and 

carried out in co-operation with the Arab Forum for Alternatives (AFA, Beirut/Lebanon) and the University of Sfax 

(Tunisia).   

2

 Coronavirus Map: Tracking the Global Outbreak, The New York Times, https://nyti.ms/33ZG4Ur 

3

 Mohamed El Agati, ed. Public policies and social justice in Egypt [Arabic]. Arab Forum for Alternatives, 2019:   

http://afalebanon.org/?p=8091 

4

 All statistics are from: https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/#countries 

5

 After the first shipment arrived in Egypt ... Information about the Chinese Sinopharma vaccine against the Corona virus, 

Al-Masry Al-Youm, December 11, 2020, https://www.almasryalyoum.com/news/details/2109330   

https://nyti.ms/33ZG4Ur
http://afalebanon.org/?p=8091
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/#countries
https://www.almasryalyoum.com/news/details/2109330
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First: General overview of state response in Egypt,  

Lebanon, and Tunisia: 

 

With the spread of Coronavirus, Egypt, Lebanon, and Tunisia adopted a set of precautionary 

measures. In Egypt, the government started with examining passengers from China in late 

January 2020. Egypt recorded the first Coronavirus case on February 14, 2020 and that is 

when all passengers coming to Egypt were examined. This included air, maritime, and land 

borders
6

. 

On March 2, 2020, Tunisia recorded the first Coronavirus case and a curfew was imposed 

from 6:00 am till 6:00 pm. Flights between Tunisia and Italy, where cases were on the rise, 

were suspended and the same applied to China while flights with France were reduced to 

once a week. Classes were suspended in schools and universities
7

. 

In Lebanon, the government took gradual, yet rapid measures compared to other countries 

in the region. Based on statistics, these measures led to curbing the spread of the disease 

by late April and early May and preventing it from turning into a pandemic in the country
8

. 

This, however, changed later, especially in the aftermath of the massive explosion that 

took place in Beirut Harbor. Before recording the first Coronavirus case, passengers coming 

through Beirut airport from countries where the virus spread were examined and the same 

applied to everyone entering the country through land borders. On February 1, the 

Lebanese government created a committee to follow up on protective measures and made 

Beirut General Hospital the only authorized place to treat Coronavirus patients despite the 

deterioration it had witnessed before the pandemic.  

With the first cases, each of the three countries started a plan to curb the spread of the 

virus. In Egypt, the Coronavirus outbreak on a Nile cruise ship on March 7, 2020, where 12 

of the Egyptian crew tested positive, marked a turning point for the government. The 

Ministry of Health raised its alert level and created a central operations room that includes 

deputy health minister for public health and representatives from the departments of 

curative care, emergency care, and pharmaceuticals as well as representatives from the 

Ministry of Interior, the General Intelligence Directorate, and the Administrative Control 

Authority. The Ministry of Health named 27 hospitals, one in each governorate, to examine 

people who show symptoms and isolate them until results are out. Quarantine hospitals, 

six so far, have also been established. Helplines were created and personnel, based in the 

business high-tech district Smart Village, were trained to answer callers’ questions about 

the virus and each 20 employees were supervised by a doctor
9

. 

In Tunisia, the president and prime minister announced on March 20, 2020 a total 

lockdown and people were only allowed to go out only for basic needs such as food and 

 
6  “As a precaution against Coronavirus: Egypt starts examining passengers from China [Arabic].” Sky News Arabia, January 

23, 2020: https://bit.ly/2yt0pWw   

7

 Tunisian presidency portal: https://bit.ly/3e1S7Fz 

8

 “We’re not saved yet, but numbers are promising [Arabic].” Al Akhbar Newspaper, April 6, 2020:   https://bit.ly/2UKwwtG  

9

 Hossam Bahgat. “From the Corona operating room: How does the Ministry of Health run the ‘war’? [Arabic].” Mada Masr, 

March 30, 2020: https://bit.ly/2xaQqoD  

https://bit.ly/2yt0pWw
https://bit.ly/3e1S7Fz
https://bit.ly/2UKwwtG
https://bit.ly/2xaQqoD
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healthcare and were not allowed to move between neighborhoods. Air, land, and maritime 

borders were closed and Tunisians who did not live abroad were repatriated. Public 

transportation between cities was suspended and private cars needed a permit from 

national security. All cultural and religious activities were suspended till April 20, 2020. 

Another set of measures targeted vulnerable groups and poor families through a financial 

aid of 80 US dollars, which is very little in light of price hikes. Financial assistance was also 

provided to workers in and owners of small businesses that closed during lockdown such 

as cafés, restaurants, barbershops, nurseries etc. Investment funds and funding lines were 

created to help companies affected by the lockdown and all companies were allowed to 

claim VAT refunds while particular companies received fiscal and customs exemptions
10

. 

In Lebanon, measures were taken as soon as the first case was recorded on February 21, 

2020. The crisis management committee decided to quarantine all those who displayed 

symptoms and passengers from areas that recorded cases in the public hospital. A medical 

center was established in northern Lebanon after several cases were recorded and the 

Ministry of Interior assigned municipalities the task of following up on the self-isolation of 

passengers from affected areas. Flights to countries that recorded high numbers of cases 

were suspended with few exceptions following extensive negotiations as decisions about 

flights came to be politicized. Universities and schools were first instructed to take all 

precautionary measures, but as cases increased all educational institutions were closed 

temporarily at the beginning until the minister of education announced ending the 

academic year and cancelling degrees
11

. 

More measures were taken in the three countries as the number of cases kept increasing. 

When Egypt recorded 100 cases a month after discovering the first case, the Higher 

Committee for Novel Coronavirus Crisis Management was formed, and a number of 

decisions were made. These included suspending flights as of March 19, 2020 till end of 

March and the suspension was extended till April 23, 2020. On March 24, 2020, the 

government closed schools, universities, and mosques, banned gatherings, funerals, and 

wedding parties, suspended all sports activities, and launched awareness campaigns in all 

media outlets. These measures were initially meant to last for two weeks then were 

extended. Curfew was imposed from 7:00 pm till 6:00 am and this also applied to all means 

of transportation, public and private, except trucks carrying foodstuffs. All stores and 

shopping malls were closed from 5:00 pm till 6:00 am except Fridays and Saturdays where 

24-hour closures were imposed
12

. 

The Lebanese government declared a state of general mobilization on March 15, 2020 

initially for two weeks then extended it until April 26, 2020 and imposed a set of 

preemptive measures. Curfew was imposed at night and borders remained closed with land 

and maritime borders closed to arrivals only. Government institutions were closed with few 

exceptions and educational institutions remained closed. The minister of interior then 

decided to allow cars, trucks, and motorcycles on particular days based on their license 

 
10

 Tunisian presidency portal. Op. cit.   
11

 For more see Faten El Hajj’s report “Academic year ended and degrees cancelled: Will the minister of education stop 

tuition fees? [Arabic]” May 18, 2020: https://bit.ly/3cLMZUR  

12

 “Government precautionary measures to deal with Coronavirus [Arabic].” Al Youm Al Sabea, March 24, 2020:  

https://bit.ly/34kz1Ge  

https://bit.ly/3cLMZUR
https://bit.ly/34kz1Ge
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plate numbers. Following extensive talks, the government set a plan for the repatriation of 

Lebanese citizens, yet it was faced by several obstacles as designated flights were not 

enough to respond to repatriation requests and the national carrier Middle East Airlines 

raised the prices of tickets. Quarantine centers were created, 23 until April 3, 2020, and 

the Ministry of Health named university hospital labs in which PCR tests are done. Police 

and army patrols monitored compliance with government measures, especially the night 

curfew, dispersed all gatherings, and reported violators by both entities and individuals. 

The army was placed in charge of supervising all warehouses and transporting medical 

supplies to public hospitals. Until May 21, 2020, the total number of tests was 67,084
13

 

and as of May 18, antibody tests were done at labs authorized by the Ministry of Health
14

. 

The ministry’s field teams also take samples from those who were in contact with people 

who tested positive
15

.  

In April 2020, as the month of Ramadan, in which religious gatherings are common, drew 

closer, the Egyptian prime minister held a press conference to announce the latest 

decisions made by the Higher Committee for Novel Coronavirus Crisis Management. These 

included reducing curfew hours to become from 9:00 pm till 6:00 am, reopening stores 

and shopping malls all week including Fridays and Saturdays until 5:00 pm, and allowing 

home delivery and take out throughout the month of Ramadan. This was accompanied by 

gradual resumption of some government services including traffic departments, 

notarization offices, and court sessions especially for inheritance. Reduction of workforce 

attendance at government institutions continued till the end of Ramadan
16

. In Tunisia, the 

first phase of partial lockdown started from May 4 till May 24. Work was resumed at 50% 

capacity in government institutions, industries, services, and construction and at 100% at 

private business while small businesses were allowed to resume work on May 11 with the 

exception of barbers, clothes and shoes stores, and department stores. Other businesses 

were allowed to gradually resume work during the second and third phases, May 24-June 

4 and June 4- June 14, respectively, until all businesses operate at 100% capacity.  

In Lebanon, a total lockdown was imposed for four days after cases started increasing and 

it became obvious that the country is entering a new phase that requires more than 

protective measures. The minister of health announced on April 17, 2020 that the danger 

is over in Lebanon and that the virus was contained through lockdown
17

. Prime Minister 

Hassan Diab said the virus can still come back and the number of daily PCR tests increased 

to 1,500
18

. 

On May 14, Lebanon was getting ready for the third phase of repatriation while there was 

no clear mechanism for monitoring quarantined returnees. Meanwhile, many people 

stopped abiding by precautionary measures and social distancing and the government did 

 
13 “COVID-19 daily situation report [Arabic].” Disaster Risk Management Unit, Presidency of the Council of Ministers, May 

21, 2020.   
14

 Hadeel Farfour. “Coronavirus cases are up once more: Is Lebanon heading towards herd immunity? [Arabic]” Al Akhbar, 

May 18, 2020: https://bit.ly/3bVCdKu  

15

 Ibid.   
16

 Prime minister’s decree on precautionary measures during the month of Ramadan, Al Ahram, April 23, 2020:   

http://gate.ahram.org.eg/News/2399389.aspx 

17

 “Lebanese health minister: The worst is over in the Corona crisis [Arabic].” alMayadeen.net, April 17, 2020:  

https://bit.ly/3bLoUfC  

18

 Rajana Hameya. “Corona cases dropping [Arabic].” Al Akhbar, April 15, 2020: https://bit.ly/2RD23vq  

https://bit.ly/3bVCdKu
http://gate.ahram.org.eg/News/2399389.aspx
https://bit.ly/3bLoUfC
https://bit.ly/2RD23vq
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not retract its decision to have businesses resume work gradually.   On May 21, cases 

amounted to 1,000
19

, yet information minister said this number still does not mean the 

virus is spreading
20

.   

By early May, governments started considering a gradual return to normalcy. In Egypt, 

there was talk about the necessity of coexisting with the virus while adhering to 

precautionary measures such as social distancing and wearing face masks in public places. 

Meanwhile, the government stressed it would not resort to total lockdown because of its 

negative impact on the economy and because such a step could obstruct the provision of 

basic commodities and services to citizens
21

. The government also reduced quarantine time 

for returnees from abroad from 14 to seven days while isolating those who show symptoms 

in designated hospitals
22

. In Lebanon, the government decided to reopen gradually. “We’ll 

strike a balance between getting work done while monitoring the cases in hospitals,” said 

the health minister. “If at any point things go out of control, we can go back to lockdown.” 

The minister added that Lebanese citizens are partially responsible for the spread of the 

virus since while 70% abide by precautionary measures, 30% do not. The minister explained 

that the government applied a soft form of herd immunity while planning to reopen 

gradually in stages, each following a timeline and conditioned upon medical reports from 

hospitals
23

. 

In Tunisia, the government announced on May 21, 2020 the timeline for resumption of 

work in different sectors and partial lockdown started on May 26.  Lobna Jribi, 

spokeswoman of the National Coronavirus Response Authority, said that nurseries would 

open at 50% capacity while construction, services, and industry sectors would resume at 

75% and the same applied to government institutions provided that employees work on 

two shifts while alternation of employees was suspended. Cafés, restaurants, and bars 

would resume working partially on May 29 then fully on June 4. Mosques, museums, 

historical landmarks, and sports events would also resume on June 4. The start of the 

academic year was postponed from June 1 till June 8 and students were allowed to start 

leaving their hometowns for where their campuses are starting June 4.  

In order to implement those steps, each country formed special committees to deal with 

the pandemic. In Egypt and Tunisia, these committees were headed by the prime minister
24

 

while in Lebanon the committee was headed by the secretary general of the Supreme 

Defense Council. Members of the committees included ministers of defense, interior, 

justice, health, finance, trade, education, information, and/or social affairs. While the 

committees were made up of high-ranking officials, which demonstrates that the crisis was 

not dealt with lightly, no priority was given to scientists and there was no focus on 

international cooperation. There was a general state of relaxation in the three countries 

 
19

 Rajana Hameya. “Corona cases reach 954 [Arabic].” Al Akhbar, May 20, 2020: https://bit.ly/2LQ7yDK  

20

 Hadeel Farfour. Op. cit.  

21

 For more see “Madbouli: Life might be back to normal after the Lesser Bairam [Arabic].” Masrawy,  April 23, 2020: 

https://bit.ly/3dWNcVA 

“Parliament demands scenarios of restoring normalcy [Arabic].” Al Youm Al Sabea, May 14, 2020:  https://bit.ly/2Xi4UMq 

22

 “Ministry of Health: Quarantine for returnees reduced from 14 1o 7 days [Arabic].” Al Youm Al Sabea, May 19, 2020: 

https://bit.ly/3bS6gD3  

23

 “Minister of health: We adopt the herd immunity approach and lockdown cannot continue [Arabic].” Al Jadeed, May 21, 

2020: https://www.aljadeed.tv/arabic/news/local/21052020103  

24

 “Meeting of the ministerial committee for the management of Coronavirus crisis [Arabic].” https://bit.ly/2VzwKmD  

https://bit.ly/2LQ7yDK
https://bit.ly/3dWNcVA
https://bit.ly/2Xi4UMq
https://bit.ly/3bS6gD3
https://www.aljadeed.tv/arabic/news/local/21052020103
https://bit.ly/2VzwKmD
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from June till mid-September. Life seemed to be going back to normal, with the exception 

of travel. However, by mid-September cases started increasing once more as the second 

wave of the pandemic started globally. The response of the state in each of the three 

countries was more relaxed than the first wave.         

Even though cases increased remarkably from June till August in Egypt, the state relaxed 

the precautionary measures it imposed before, and curfew was cancelled. Airports were 

reopened while applying basic protective measures both at airports and on board the 

planes. Several private beaches were opened while public beaches remained closed. Cafés 

and restaurants closed at midnight while stores and shopping malls closed at 10:00 pm. 

The government also allowed the resumption of social gatherings such as weddings and 

funerals. Courts, civil registries, and banks were back to work provided that protective 

measures are observed, especially wearing face masks
25

. 

In Tunisia, former health minister Abdel Latif Mekki announced that Coronavirus was 

defeated and that horizontal transmission of the virus stopped and added that there are 

no more local cases, especially in touristic areas
26

.  Life was back to normal as educational 

institutions, companies, and entertainment venues reopened while zero cases were 

recorded for several consecutive weeks, and patients recovered. Borders were reopened on 

June 27, 2020 and no restrictions were imposed on passengers from countries categorized 

as “green,” including France, Italy, and the UK. In July, the number of cases per week shot 

up tenfold and on August 1, the Ministry of Health announced the death of one of the 

patients, the first to be recorded since June 17, 2020
27

.  

In Lebanon, curfew hours were reduced in early June and for the first time since the gradual 

relaxation of restrictions shopping malls and beaches reopened while officially the traffic 

system that allows vehicles in the street based on license plate numbers was maintained
28

 

and public places were to remain closed. On June 30, Middle East Airlines announced the 

gradual opening of the airport
29

. By mid-August, the number of cases in Lebanon amounted 

to 30,000 and reached 40,000 by early October
30

. After the gradual reopening that followed 

the end of the first phase of general mobilization, which lasted for three months, lockdown 

was imposed again between July 30 and August 3
31

. The third lockdown took place with 

the remarkable increase in cases since on August 3, one day before the Beirut Harbor 

explosion
32

, the number of cases was 5,062 yet reached 12,698 on August 23
33. By that 

 
25

 “New government decisions about relaxing Coronavirus restrictions [Arabic].” Mada Masr, July 23, 2020:   

https://bit.ly/36epVfo  

26

 “Coronavirus in Tunisia [Arabic].” The Jasmine Foundation for Research and Communication, August 2020:    

http://www.jasminefoundation.org/ar/?p=5601 

27

 “Tunisia announces Coronavirus cases increased ten-fold one month following border opening [Arabic].” France 

24, August 2, 2020: https://bit.ly/2TZLE5g  

28

 “29 Coronavirus cases and repatriations are once more brought up [Arabic].” Al Akhbar, June 1, 2020:     

https://bit.ly/34R762o  

29
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time, fewer people observed lockdown rules and the Ministry of Interior issued eight new 

decrees that regulated activities in villages and municipalities in which cases increased 

from October 5 till November 1
34

. On November 2, Minister of Health Hamad Hassan said 

he recommended a total lockdown for two weeks, but it was rejected by the government
35

. 

On October 30, the Coronavirus Follow-Up Committee asked the interior minister to 

impose curfew starting 9:00 pm.  The minister stated that while he will look into imposing 

curfew, it would be very difficult materialize under the current economic crisis especially 

that most workers depend on daily wages and the government is not capable of 

compensating them
36

. 

However, with the noticeable increase in the number of cases during the months of October 

and November, and the depletion of the health sector, and in light of the latter's demands 

during the aforementioned period, “to close to save the dilapidated and depleted health 

sector ... and Health ministry, according to its sources, to close for four weeks, not just 

two weeks, in order to ensure control of the very high numbers of cases."
37  

 

The Supreme Defense Council decided on November 10, for a total lockdown from 

11/14/2020 until 11/30/2020, subject to exceptions
38

 That was previously determined by 

the Council of Ministers in the decision to declare general mobilization.
  
At the end of the 

Public mobilization period on 30
th

 of November 2020, Lebanon decided to gradually reopen 

the country, and the Minister of Health clarified that "the country is on the verge of the 

festive season under special circumstances and life complications that require everyone to 

find" half-solutions "and a sense of responsibility, explaining that there will be a weekly 

assessment of the epidemiological reality to take appropriate measures regarding 

developments, alluding to the possibility of taking "more severe" decisions and measures 

in the near future if necessary. He stated that the third level of the spread of the COVID 19 

necessarily dictates the continuation of the total lockdown, but the ministerial committee 

decided to gradually reopen the country in response to demands of the civil society, 

economic agencies and commercial activities under difficult living conditions.
39  

 

The strategies adopted by the three countries were generally in line with WHO 

recommendations and the strategies followed by most countries around the world, with 

the exception of those that adopted the herd immunity approach
40

 at the initial stage. 
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Those strategies basically relied on lockdown and curfew to curb the spread of the virus in 

a way that enables the healthcare sector of dealing with already-existing patients. This 

strategy succeeded in Lebanon and Tunisia during the first wave with cases decreasing by 

92% in the first and 76% in the second from mid-March till April 30. This, however, did not 

work in Egypt, which witnessed a 94% increase in the number of cases, also from mid-

March till April 30
41

. When the second wave started, the three countries were less prepared 

to deal with the virus. This was demonstrated in reluctance to return to total lockdown, 

especially as far as flights are concerned, and testing returning passengers was considered 

sufficient. 

The three countries used their international relations addressed the crisis through two 

strategies first to receive aids, second to build cooperation and solidarity with other 

countries by providing them with possible means of support. Egypt, for example, sent 

medical supplies and sanitizers to China, Italy, and the UK through official delegations 

headed by the minister of health in the cases of China and Italy, as part of the government’s 

efforts to boost international cooperation to combat the virus
42

. Lebanon communicated 

with several countries about strategies to face the virus, especially China. The two 

countries exchanged experience and talked about precautionary measures while the 

Chinese community in Lebanon and several Chinese companies donated medical 

equipment and supplies to Lebanon
43

. The two governments discussed ways to facilitate 

the purchase of medical supplies from Chinese companies
44

. The Lebanese Foreign Ministry 

communicated with the governments of countries from where Lebanese citizens needed 

to be repatriated
45  . Tunisia received aid from China and Italy and the Tunisian president 

said his country is willing to offer aid to other affected countries despite its limited 

resources, which was met with a wave of sarcasm, especially on social media. On April 11, 

a Tunisian medical delegation was sent to Italy as a symbolic gesture of solidarity. Tunisia 

also received aid from the European Union to face the social and economic ramifications 

of the pandemic and which reached 250 million euros, according to EU ambassador to 

Tunisia Patrice Bergamini. The Tunisian finance minister said in a televised interview that 

Tunisia would get 400 million dollars from the International Monetary Fund to help curb 

the spread of the virus
46

. 

The relationship between the three countries and the WHO remained the same through the 

second wave, especially in terms of aid
47

. In March 25, a team of WHO experts ended its 

visit to Egypt, and which aimed at offering the Egyptian government technical support and 

identifying points of weakness that need to be addressed in order to determine priorities. 

Head of the Department of Communicable Diseases at the WHO Eastern Mediterranean 
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Regional Office and the head of the experts’ team announced that following several days 

of meetings and field visits inside and outside Cairo, Egypt is exerting “tremendous effort” 

to combat Coronavirus, especially regarding early testing, laboratory testing, quarantine 

measures, tracking cases, and patients’ admission to hospitals
48

. In Lebanon, WHO 

representatives attended meetings headed by prime minister Hassan Diab and the 

Lebanese government followed WHO recommendations, including general mobilization 

and precautionary measures. In Tunisia, WHO representative attended meetings headed by 

the minister of health and the organization supplied Tunisia with medical equipment on 

regular basis. The WHO also monitors the performance of the government as far as curbing 

the spread of the virus is concerned and reviews the results of daily tests that are later 

published by the Ministry of Health, which gives this information more credibility.  

Measures taken in Lebanon and Tunisia were mainly a reaction to developments while in 

Egypt there was a shift in strategy through adopting the herd immunity approach. This 

underlines the pressures to which the government is subjected by economic entities, which 

proved that claims about the marginalization of these entities after 2013 are not accurate. 

In fact, these entities remained an integral part of authority and still have the ability to 

influence and change public policies. This influence was demonstrated in reducing curfew 

hours and reopening several places known for overcrowding such as marketplaces despite 

the report, which stated that 52% of families subject of the study saw curfew as the best 

precautionary measure followed by the suspension of economic activities
49

. In Egypt, the 

government put more pressure on the groups of low income, which was shown when the 

prime minister approved a draft law on solidarity contributions to face the ramifications of 

the pandemic. Based on the law, 1% of the net income of all employees in the public sector 

would be deducted for 12 months starting July 1 and 0.5% of pensions
50

. On the level of 

international cooperation, the Egyptian government was the most efficient since it adopted 

the mutual support approach and initiated aid to countries that were hit hard by the 

pandemic instead of solely relying on moral support and requesting aid. The WHO played 

a role in the three countries, yet this role was limited to recommendations and moral 

support but not that of a partner or an international coordinator. That is why the effect of 

this role was not seen on the ground. In Lebanon, cases increased in the overcrowded 

Roumieh prison and the WHO representative said that while the organization is 

communicating with prison officials, it is not possible to stop the spread of the virus there. 

She also added that the organization evaluated quarantine measures and would provide 

technical support and send nurses to monitor quarantined inmates
51

.   
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Second: Public services during the pandemic: 

This section is going to tackle the status of public services and state responses after the 

outbreak of the pandemic, namely, health, education, basic commodities, aid for the 

private sector and communication services. We shall start by the Health Sector:  

Sector Egypt Lebanon Tunisia 

 

Hospitals  

 

-The Ministry of Health 

named 27 hospitals, one 

in each governorate, to 

examine people who 

show symptoms and 

isolate them until results 

are out and six 

quarantine hospitals were 

established
52

.  

 

-In early May, the number 

of quarantine hospitals 

across Egypt reached 

17
53

.  Fever and chest 

hospitals also received 

cases that showed 

symptoms and referred 

positive ones to 

quarantine hospitals.  

 

-On May 3, the Ministry of 

Health announced a 

three-phase plane to 

equip 34 fever and chest 

hospitals across the 

country to act as 

quarantine centers for 

positive cases so that the 

hospitals used for 

quarantine can gradually 

go back to their original 

specializations
54

.  

 

 

-As cases increased, the 

government named a public 

hospital in each 

governorate that is 

equipped to receive positive 

cases.  

 

-A unit dedicated to 

Coronavirus patients was 

inaugurated in a hospital in 

Bar Elias, in the Bekaa 

Governorate, and is run by 

Doctors without Borders
56

. A 

similar unit was opened in 

Baalbek in November.  

 

-Following the explosion at 

Beirut Harbor, the number 

of public hospitals prepared 

to receive Corona patients 

reached 14. Part of each 

hospital is used for 

quarantine and another for 

treatment
57

 

-Ten public laboratories 

were prepared for 

examining samples and 

another 50 private ones for 

tests. Added to that are 10 

laboratories, one of which 

is affiliated to the Military 

 

-A state of emergency 

was declared in the 

healthcare sector. 

Volunteer and newly 

graduate doctors were 

called upon to 

participate. Several 

university dorms were 

turned into quarantine 

centers for returnees 

from abroad. 

  

-Several private 

hospitals offered ICU 

beds for patients for 

free while others 

agreed to do so for a 

high fee. Many called 

upon the Ministry of 

Health to confiscate 

hospitals that refused 

to volunteer and use 

them for Coronavirus 

patients, adding that 

the country is in a state 

of emergency and all 

resources have to be 

mobilized to face the 

crisis. 

 

-As the second wave 

started in August, the 

presidency launched 
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-On May 21, the Ministry 

of Health dedicated 320 

public and non-

specialized hospitals to 

tests as part of a strategy 

to track the number of 

cases that test positive
55

.  

Hospital, that offered drive-

through testing services. 
58  

 

 

mobile labs affiliated to 

the military in areas in 

which cases increased 

such as the 

governorates of Gabes 

and Sidi Bou Zid, which 

relatively contributed to 

curbing the spread of 

the virus, especially 

that those areas suffer 

from shortage in 

medical equipment. 

Locals, however, had to 

wait for a long time to 

get the results since 

samples needed to be 

sent to neighboring 

governorates.         

 

PCR tests 

 

-Since the first case was 

recorded and until March 

27, the Ministry of Health 

announced it would carry 

out PCR tests free of 

charge in two cases: 

people returning from 

abroad and people who 

got in contact with 

Coronavirus patients. 

  

-Starting April 8 and as 

cases exceeded 1,000, 

restrictions on free PCR 

tests were relaxed to 

include those who display 

strong symptoms, 

especially pneumonia.  

 

-According to the Ministry 

of Health spokesperson, 

the number of PCR tests 

carried out between 

 

-From February till 

December 15, Lebanon 

carried out 1,663,538 PCR 

tests
61

. The number of PCR 

tests increased remarkably 

within six months.  

 

-According to the minister 

of health, the number of 

tests carried out until May 

22 is 70,000
62

. The number 

of potential cases in each 

municipality, both citizens 

and non-citizens, is 

recorded through the 

ministry’s doctors in each 

of those municipalities
63

.  

-The number of daily tests 

remarkably increased 

through time. According to 

Myrna Germanos, head of 

the Syndicate of Clinical 

Pathologists in Lebanon, 

 

-With the beginning of 

the pandemic, PCR 

tests were only done to 

returnees from abroad 

and people who were in 

contact with positive 

cases. Later, a hotline 

was created for people 

who experience 

symptoms and tests 

increased for all staff in 

medical and semi-

medical sectors.  

 

-When baccalaureate 

and university classes 

resumed, tests were 

done for students, 

teachers, and 

professors.  

 

-Tests are done free of 

charge in three 
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February 14 and April 12 

exceeds 25,000 in 

addition to another 

150,000 tests for 

returnees from abroad 

and people who came in 

contact with patients.  

 

-On March 28, the WHO 

announced that Egypt has 

the ability to carry out 

200,000 tests.  

 

-The WHO is still calling 

upon Egypt to increase 

the number of PCR tests 

across the country so that 

official figures on the 

number of cases come 

out accurate
59

.  

 

-Egypt remained one of 

the countries with the 

least number of PCR tests 

since until early 

November, only 1,300 

per one million got 

tested
60

. 

the number of PCR tests 

was limited until the 

minister of health issued a 

decree to establish a 

syndicate-affiliated  

committee to follow up on 

the preparedness of 

laboratories across Lebanon 

while the ministry made 

sure to prepare public labs 

for free tests. Added to this 

were random tests done in 

different districts and 

governorates
64

.  

 

-Tests done in Beirut’s 

public hospital are free of 

charge for those who 

display symptoms while 

others pay 15,000 Lebanese 

pounds (100 US dollars 

based on the official 

exchange rate) as dictated 

by the Ministry of Health
65

. 

However, several private 

hospitals do not abide by 

this price
66

.  

-In early November, the 

minister of health warned 

of “an imminent disaster” 

with the number of cases 

reaching 10,000 per day. 

He added that there is not 

enough space for patients 

in ICU units and called for 

dedicating more places in 

public and private hospital 

to the treatment of 

Coronavirus patients
67

.  As a 

result, Lebanon decided to 

lock down from the 15th of 

laboratories in the 

northern, southern, and 

central regions.  

 

-At the beginning, tests 

were only done in 

public labs, but later 

the Ministry of Health 

authorized 45 private 

labs to carry out PCR 

tests.  
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December until the 30th of 

the same month. 

Quarantine 

for 

patients 

-From the very beginning, 

the Ministry of Health 

named particular 

hospitals as quarantine 

centers and for the 

treatment of Coronavirus 

in accordance with WHO 

protocols.  

 

-Based on the strategy 

adopted by the ministry 

as of February 13, all 

positive cases were 

admitted to quarantine 

hospitals.  

 

-On April 7, the ministry 

allowed discharging cases 

that were not critical after 

five days and transferring 

them to hotels dedicated 

to that purpose.  

 

-In early May, the ministry 

admitted cases that were 

not critical directly to 

hotels.  

 

-On May 14, the ministry 

started instructing 

patients whose cases are 

not critical to self-isolate 

at home
68

. 

-At first, Lebanon relied 

solely on isolating all 

patients in hospitals. Later 

on, the government 

initiated a new quarantine 

system in coordination with 

governorates, 

municipalities, and mayors. 

This system divided 

quarantine into three types: 

home quarantine, 

community center 

quarantine, and communal 

quarantine. It is noteworthy 

that the three types applied 

to cases that were not 

critical, therefore do need 

to be admitted to hospital
69

.  

-According to the Disaster 

Risk Management Unit, 

there are 17 quarantine 

centers across the country.
  

  70 

 

-At the beginning, the 

government relied on 

self-isolation yet 

following growing 

violations of quarantine 

rules, the Ministry of 

Health dedicated 

several hotels to 

compulsory quarantine 

while positive cases 

were transferred to 

hospital.  

 

-As cases increased in 

August, the ministry 

prepared new 

quarantine centers 

across the country, 

each comprised of 

1,500 rooms
71

.  

Quarantine 

for 

returnees 

-Following the suspension 

of flights and the 

repatriation of Egyptians, 

the problem of 

quarantining returnees 

emerged. Cabinet 

spokesperson stated that 

returnees would be 

-Until May 15, the 

government did not take 

returnees to quarantine 

centers and only asked 

them to self-isolate at 

home. This was the subject 

of heated debates amid 

fears that those returnees 

-Returnees were unable 

to afford quarantine 

expenses in hotels 

named by the Ministry 

of Health in 

coordination with the 

Ministry of Tourism and 

hotel owners. In areas 
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paying for their stay in 

quarantine hotels yet will 

receive free medical 

care
72

. This was faced 

with many objections as 

the government was 

called upon to pay for 

returnees’ 

accommodation, 

especially that a 

presidential decree to 

that effect was issued 

earlier
73

. In order to deal 

with those objections, the 

prime minister decided to 

make university hostels 

available for free 

accommodation for 

returnees while having 

returnees who wish to 

stay in hotels pay for 

their accommodation
74

. 

do not abide by rules and 

transfer the virus. However, 

no clear strategy on dealing 

with returnees was adopted 

by the government
75

.  

 

-On July 31, the Ministry of 

Public Works and Transport 

issued a decree stating that 

all passengers coming to 

Lebanon have to submit 

negative PCR tests from 

countries of origin. 

Passengers from countries 

in which tests are known to 

be inaccurate would be 

taken to one of the 

designated hotels. The 

decree stated that 

passengers from those 

countries need to submit a 

reservation for at least 48 

hours in one of the hotels 

authorized by the Ministry 

of Health
76

.  

As for the general lockdown 

decision during the month 

of November, it did not 

address any measure 

related to the airport except 

that it is exempt from 

closure.
77  

 

that have no hotels, 

university hostels were 

used for quarantine.  

 

-Compulsory 

quarantine was applied 

to passengers coming 

from high-risk 

countries while others 

coming from medium 

and low-risk countries 

were asked to self-

isolate.  
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In Tunisia, there was a shortage in medical supplies, especially face masks, gloves, and 

hand sanitizers. In order to respond to increasing demand especially by doctors, nurses, 

cleaners, and all staff working closely with patients, the government instructed local textile 

factories to produce face masks in large quantities and imported other medical supplies 

from China. Military planes took part in bringing those supplies. However, there were still 

not enough face masks in several regions. Field hospitals were created to support local 

ones and were equipped with oxygen cylinders and ICU beds. The number of beds 

equipped with oxygen cylinders in public facilities was raised from 400 to 1,200 and in 

November, the private sector contributed with 700 beds, the number of ICU beds increased 

to 220 in late November, and several field hospitals started working. However, the crisis 

does not seem to be contained
78

 as ICU beds and beds equipped with oxygen cylinders are 

approaching maximum capacity and hospitals, both public and private, are overcrowded.  

In Egypt, there is a shortage of doctors and nurses in the public healthcare sector. This led 

the Ministry of Health to close outpatient clinics in all hospitals and transfer all medical 

staff to hospitals dealing with Coronavirus, which is considered a substantial development 

to deal with the shortage and make use of all available resources
79

. The shortage of 

ventilators was another problem. Before the pandemic, the number of ventilators in Egypt 

was limited according to Mohamed Ismail, head of the Egyptian Authority for Unified 

Procurement, Medical Supply and Technology Management. When the pandemic started, 

the authority purchased 500 ventilators so that the total number of ventilators in Egypt 

reached 4,500 in addition to another 1,000 that are being repaired, some of which might 

not be fit for use. The government called for manufacturing ventilators locally to deal with 
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the crisis, especially after the manufacturing company Medtronic announced publicly 

sharing design specifications for its ventilator so that other factories can use it to face the 

shortage
80

. An initiative to manufacture 5,000 ventilators was launched to have ICU units 

prepared for receiving Coronavirus patients through using the design of the basic PB 560 

ventilator model shared by Medtronic after the Ministry of Health approves the first 

prototype
81

.  

After the number of cases dropped in Egypt, the crisis subsided. In fact, Presidential 

Adviser for Health Affairs Mohamed Awad Tag El Din confirmed that several places are 

available in ICU units and that the number of ventilators is enough whether in hospitals 

affiliated to universities and the Ministry of Health or military hospitals. Tag El Din added 

that medical staff in these hospitals is trained to face any sudden developments
82

. However, 

Egypt still suffers from shortage in doctors and nurses, especially after the number of 

doctors who tested positive reached 3,576, 188 of whom died based on a statement by 

the Doctors’ Syndicate
83 . 

In Lebanon, which had already been suffering from a financial crisis, the pandemic exposed 

the weakness of state institutions, particularly the healthcare sector. Despite efforts 

exerted by the Ministry of Health in the first stage, the government did not put any pressure 

on the governor of the Central Bank of Lebanon (Banque du Liban) Riad Salameh to release 

the money needed for the purchase of medical supplies despite continuous complaints by 

hospitals and doctors, which led to a dire shortage in ventilators and protective gear for 

medical staff
84

.  This shortage, coupled with the decision made by several suppliers to 

export available medical equipment in search for profit, led to an astronomical price hike 

and drove the minister of finance to ban the export of all types of medical supplies
85

. 

On October 9, Salameh issued decree number 573 through which the central bank required 

that all importing companies pay their dues to the bank in cash in Lebanese pounds and 

not in checks or transfers
86

. Companies expressed their indignation at the decree, including 

oil companies and companies that import medical supplies, and hospitals objected. Salma 

Assi, head of the Medical Equipment and Devices Importers Syndicate in Lebanon, said that 

importers need to secure fresh money to open credits abroad, which means forgetting 

about the 40 million dollars deposited at the Central Bank in addition to a frozen security 

deposit of more than 50 billion Lebanese pounds. According to Assi, it is impossible to 

abide by the decree for two reasons. The first is that the money of importers has been 

frozen at the bank for more than four months, and the second is that the companies those 

importers make transactions with do not pay in cash
87

.  The Pharmacists’ Syndicate called 
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for exempting the healthcare sector from the decree and the head of the syndicate 

considered the decree a fatal blow to the healthcare sector and to citizens’ pharmaceutical 

security
88

. The head of the Hospitals’ Syndicate seconded this view and said the only way 

out is exempting the healthcare sector
89

. The Medical Equipment and Devices Importers 

Syndicate gave Salameh 24 hours to annul the decree or exempt the healthcare sector, but 

he did neither. 

Lebanon also started suffering from shortage of medications, which led many be believe 

that the healthcare sector is on the verge of collapse. This shortage was attributed to the 

policy imposed by the Central Bank and which delays shipments since the file of each one 

takes between a month and a month and half to be ready in case it got the necessary 

approvals. This, in addition to the fresh money problem, maximizes the crisis of the 

healthcare sector. 
90

 The crisis was aggravated when the Central Bank announced its 

intention to lift subsidies on basic goods. This drove pharmacies and pharmaceutical 

companies to keep many medications hidden until prices go up or to sell them in the black 

market. The situation got worse when people started stocking on medications. The 

minister of health had called earlier for economizing on medications in order to secure 

everyone’s needs and added that available medications in Lebanon would only last for 

three months and that healthcare authorities were carrying out expansive inspections at 

warehouses
91

. On the other hand, the explosion at the Beirut Harbor made four hospitals 

out of service
92

. 

Following the start of the second wave, the Lebanese minister of health stated on 

November 2 that the government relies on the agreement made under the supervision of 

Prime Minister Hassan Diab and in the presence of the head of the Hospitals Syndicate and 

with the contribution of the Ministry of Health. the minister admitted that the government 

was unable before to deal with the situation with the increase of Coronavirus cases, 

particularly critical ones that required admission to ICU. However, he added, the new 

agreement makes it compulsory for all hospitals in Lebanon to be prepared for receiving 

Coronavirus patients within a week, explaining that Triage-1
93

 hospitals are to receive 

patients in accordance with the general mobilization law while Triage-2 and Triage-3 

should be ready to receive patients within two weeks
94

. 

As for the education sector, the three countries closed schools and universities at the 

beginning of the crisis and shifted to distance learning. In Egypt, the Ministry of Education 

made course material for schools available on the internet and dedicated a TV channel for 

the same purpose. In higher education, most institutions resorted to online classes
95

. In 
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Lebanon, the Ministry of Education and Higher Education announced closing public and 

private schools temporarily then the closure was extended. In light of the absence of an 

emergency plan that would cater to the needs of different segments of society, the ministry 

first instructed teachers to communicate with their students electronically
96

. Later, the 

ministry launched a distance learning initiative
97

. The president of the Lebanese University 

had already launched a similar initiative. The ministry announced postponing then 

cancelling exams and resuming the academic year online. In Tunisia, classes stopped in all 

educational institutions. A TV channel was dedicated to broadcasting course materials. 

Some universities started a distance learning program while others abstained citing lack 

of equal opportunity since many students do not own devices needed for distance learning 

and/or have limited or no internet access. In the same vein, the General Union of Tunisian 

Students objected to distance learning. Several private universities in Tunisia resumed 

classes via distance learning. 

The second wave coincided with the beginning of the new academic year. Egypt took 

several procedures to allow the resumption of classes and adopted the hybrid system. 

Based on this system, students attend classes on particular days and take online classes 

for the rest of the week, which is expected to reduce the total number of students present 

at the same time at schools and universities
98

. In Lebanon, the minister of education and 

higher education announced the gradual start of academic year 2020-2021 as of the last 

week of September and adopted the hybrid system and planned to evaluate the health 

situation after three weeks to decide whether it was necessary to shift to online classes. 

The minister called for providing all students with laptops while giving priority to students 

in public schools
99

. On September 25, based on the recommendation of the Coronavirus 

Follow-Up Committee, the minister announced postponing the start of the physical classes 

to October 12 instead of September 28 for schools and to November 2 instead of October 

26 for kindergarten and for universities that adopted the hybrid system.  Later, the decision 

to close between November 14 and 30 included universities, public and private schools, 

and nurseries, of all kinds. 

In Tunisia, classes started between September 15 and 19 and students attended alternately 

so that a class would not exceed 18 students. Parts of the curricula were crossed out while 

making sure core material is kept and allotting the first weeks to the academic upgrade 

program
100

. 

The three countries took a number of measures to regulate the prices of basic 

commodities. In Lebanon, as price hikes continued, the Ministry of Agriculture announced 
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launching a project to regulate prices and released a nonbinding price list for fruits and 

vegetables. The ministry stressed that profit should not exceed 20-30% of the prices and 

that it will receive complaints about violations. The ministry also announced cooperating 

with the Ministry of Finance to look through reports about violators. The Ministry of Finance 

also has the authority to arrest those violators based on article 685 and 686 of the Penal 

Code that states the penalty can be doubled for vendors who increase prices of basic goods 

as well as decree 73/83 and the consumer protection law
101

. In May, the minister of finance 

named food commodities the Central Bank would subsidize then more items were added 

to the list in early July. The cost of subsidized food and basic commodities is estimated at 

1.5-1.8 billion dollars annually, which is equivalent to the cost of half the food commodities 

Lebanon imported in the past few years. Items on this list would be imported with dollars 

entering Lebanon through electronic transfers from non-bank financial institutions
102

. The 

subsidized food list was not up to expectations and even defeated the main purpose it was 

created for, which is meeting the basic needs of 80% of the population, since it included 

many items that were seen as more luxurious than basic
103

.  

In Egypt, the minister of supply and internal trade stressed that basic needs are available 

in large quantities and in all outlets and added that prices would be regulated through 

patrols to detect violations across the country and that a hotline was created to receive 

complaints
104

. However, there was a problem in particular goods such as face masks and 

sanitizers. Many suppliers took advantage of the shortage to keep those items then raise 

their prices, and the government responded with extensive campaigns to control the 

situation and made those items available at reasonable prices
105

. Shortly after, suppliers 

started complaining of the effect of partial lockdown on their businesses, which led them 

to raise prices especially during the month of Ramadan when consumption is much 

higher
106

. This led to a remarkable drop in the consumption of many items. For example, 

families’ consumption of meat dropped by 25%, poultry meat by 22.8%, fish by 17.5%, and 

fruits by 14.5%
107

.   

Tunisia suffered from a shortage of flour since after the lockdown people started buying 

it in large quantities to bake at home. While bakeries kept working and bread was available, 

flour remained scarce especially in big cities. The government issued a decree based on 

which anyone who monopolizes consumer goods or raises the prices of subsidized goods 

is penalized with three years in jail and a fine of 300,000 dinars (more than 100,000 

dollars). Based on the decree, stores in which violations take place will be closed for six 

months and if the offence is repeated it will be closed for a year while on the third time 

the closure will be permanent
108

. When the second wave started, no lockdown, complete or 
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partial, was imposed, and basic commodities were available in different regions across the 

country.  

In Lebanon, the cabinet announced in March that food rations would be distributed among 

citizens by the High Relief Committee and the Municipalities Union
109

. The army took part 

in the distribution process as part of the activities of the Civil-Military Cooperation 

Directorate. Political parties also distributed food in their constituencies. Several stores 

and cooperatives limited the quantities each buyer can get. Following pressure by the 

bakeries’ mafia, the minister of finance caved in and issued a decree that limited the weight 

of a bread pack at 900 grams and set its price at 1,500 Lebanese pounds (one dollar 

according to the official exchange rate) while before it weighed 1,000 grams and was sold 

for the same price. The weight of a pack of medium bread loaves was limited to 400 grams 

for 1,000 Lebanese pounds (0.66 cents)
110

. With the second wave, there were no substantial 

changes except that the financial crises got worse and the local currency kept 

deteriorating. Unlike most countries that expected the second wave to start in early 

September, Lebanon expected it to start in early October. This forecast was based on the 

relatively slow pace with which the virus spread in the first wave. On July 12, Lebanon 

recorded the highest number of cases since February 21 as the total number reached 

2,334, which raised speculations about whether the second wave started early
111

. On 

September 12, the minister of health announced that Lebanon is at the peak of the second 

wave and that cases increased following the resumption of economic activities
112

. The 

economic crisis made the situation worse as the local currency kept deteriorating and the 

political vacuum continued
113

. After the explosion, Beirut was declared a disaster city and 

relief efforts focused on families that were affected by the explosion and whose houses 

were destroyed. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) expressed its concerns over 

a looming flour crisis in the aftermath of the explosion
114

. The United Nations Office for 

the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs stated that the World Food Program would send 

50,000 tons of wheat flour to Beirut to help deal with the crisis that followed the 

explosion
115

 while Iraq sent 13,000 tons to Lebanon
116

.  

On November 4, the municipal police in Ghobeiry, in the Baabda district, found thousands 

of tons of flour, part of the relief sent from Iraq, stored inadequately in the Sports City in 

Beirut beneath stadium seats and in lower level rooms where it is exposed to humidity and 

wind
117

. The minister of finance clarified that 700 tons of flour were stored at the Sports 

City temporarily in order for them to be distributed among bakeries and added that all 
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safety measures were taken to keep the flour fit for use. He claimed that photos posted on 

social media are of a shipment that was ruined during the process of loading and 

unloading
118

.  

In Tunisia, the Ministry of Trade distributed, in cooperation with the army and security 

forces, commodities that were not available, especially flour, among grocery stores, to 

avoid overcrowding in these stores. The prices of several commodities, especially 

vegetables and meat, were raised. The financial crisis caused by the pandemic led to the 

closure of hundreds of institutions and the loss of 161,000 jobs as of March, according to 

the National Institute of Statistics. As a result, debts increased and by the end of 2020 

Tunisia will be required to repay a foreign debt of 7.5 billion Tunisian dinars (2.7 billion 

dollars)
119

. While this did not affect the availability of goods and services, it did have a 

negative impact on the purchasing power of Tunisian citizens.  

In Egypt, the minister of supply stressed that basic food commodities and subsidized bread 

would be available in all outlets across the country. The Armed Forces also made several 

basic commodities available at the outlets of the General Services Organization and at the 

permanent and mobile outlets of the National Service Products Organization across the 

country
120

. Despite statements about measures to make basic commodities available, the 

government reduced funds allocated to food subsidies when the new fiscal year started in 

July and reduced reserves meant to face any emergency related to international food prices. 

On the other hand, the deputy prime minister said that the quantity of subsidized goods 

would not be affected even though government spending on food subsidies dropped by 

four million Egyptian pounds. This reduction, however, did not apply to bread, yet the 

weight of a loaf of bread was reduced from 110 grams to 90 grams
121

.  

Services in Egypt were affected by the crisis. Not only did many people not have internet 

access, which affected the process of distance learning, but water supply was also 

interrupted on regular basis
122

. This had a negative impact on one of the most important  

safety instructions, which is constant washing of hands. The government received 

complaints about water supply and tried to regulate supply cuts among different areas so 

that none of those areas would remain without water for a long time
123

. It is noteworthy 

that the Egyptian government did not postpone the payment of electricity and gas bills but 

provided the option of paying electronically
124

. In Lebanon, the government assigned the 

minister of energy the mission of negotiating with governorates and companies that are 

willing to contribute to solving the electricity problem through building and operating 

power generation stations then submitting proposals to the cabinet
125

. Some municipalities 
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took it upon themselves to pay for generators while others that already had generators 

exempted locals from paying bills
126

. In Tunisia, utilities were not affected, and the 

government postponed the payment of electricity, water, and gas bills during lockdown. 

As for internet, the three countries took a series of measures to improve and maintain 

services during the pandemic. In Tunisia, Ooredoo Tunisia, Tunisie Telecom, and Orange 

reduced the prices of internet services from 1:00 am till 10:00 am to encourage people to 

stay at home. In Lebanon, a special internet service had been provided for university 

students, yet this service did not cover all students, especially with the shift to distance 

learning. This led students to call for the expansion and improvement of internet services 

as well as upgrading the student package to five gigabytes in order for them to be able to 

attend online classes, communicate with professors, and submit research papers. In Egypt, 

the Ministry of Communication announced increasing internet speed and enhancing 

internet package capacities for subscribers in home internet by 20%, at a cost of 12 million 

dollars. This was done in coordination with internet service providers in order to facilitate 

distance learning. Websites launched by the ministries of education and higher education, 

on which course materials were uploaded, were made available for free. The ministry also 

coordinated with service providers and the ministries of education and higher education 

to launch free digital platforms on which lectures and material for school and university 

students would be uploaded in order to make the process smoother until the crises is 

over
127

. The three governments managed to provide educational material on the internet, 

yet this process was affected by a number of factors including lack of equal access to 

internet services and connection problems in several regions. In addition, several families 

cannot afford internet services to start with, which had a negative impact on the progress 

of their children during the process of distance learning. This exposes the problem of 

inequality that preceded the pandemic and made some segments of society suffer more 

than others.  

We stop here at the Lebanese case, which, before the Corona crisis, was suffering from a 

suffocating economic crisis that led to the explosion of a popular uprising. Corona came 

to reveal the nakedness of the institutions in the country, specifically the health and 

hospital sector, despite the great efforts made by the Ministry of Health recently, as it has 

already been mentioned that the Central Bank has seized the funds required to deal with 

the crisis.
128

 In light of this scarcity of basic supplies on the one hand, and the greed of 

merchants who deliberately exported the existing goods abroad with the aim of profit on 

the other hand, their prices rose dramatically, so the Minister of Economy issued a decision 

prohibiting the export of this type of equipment. 
129
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Despite all those efforts in the three countries, several segments of society did not 

benefit from protection nets that were created during the crisis. While several measures 

were taken to provide financial aid to marginalized groups, governments did not 

compensate workers and technicians in the private sector and who were forced to continue 

working during the crisis. Also, no measures were taken to help small farmers, workers in 

the informal sector, and hundreds of thousands of poor citizens who are not registered 

with ministries of social affairs. Yet governments tried to handle this problem through 

adopting new measures to register all unregistered citizens, each country in a different 

way. In Egypt, the government used applications while in Tunisia, the government asked 

people in need to file a request with municipal authorities to apply for an 80-dollar grant. 

The Egyptian government took special measures to make sure senior citizens get their 

pensions without overcrowding. According to the Ministry of Social Affairs, this was done 

through a plan in which beneficiaries were distributed through the week. This plan started 

in April based on analyzing the situation in March in terms of the number of people and 

their age ranges. In addition, cards that were blocked because beneficiaries’ information 

was not updated, as should be done every six months, were reactivated for another three 

months
130

.  

Governments resorted to a set of measures to reduce financial burdens on citizens. In 

Egypt, payments for loans and credit cards were postponed for six months while cancelling 

commissions for withdrawing money from ATM machines and transactions made through 

digital wallets and providing lines of credit to fund working capital, especially paying 

salaries for workers in companies. The government also announced fixing electricity prices 

in industrial facilities for an interval between three and five years. In addition, 

administrative forfeitures were lifted for all financers who have unpaid taxes, provided that 

they pay 10% of the tax while reaching a settlement with financers through dispute 

resolution committees. The payment of property taxes for factories and touristic facilities 

was postponed for three months and the capital gains tax was reduced for companies 

registered with the stock market by 50% to become 5%
131

.  

In Lebanon, all deadlines for the payment of taxes and fees collected by the Ministry of 

Finance were postponed. The extension covered between March 1 and the end of general 

mobilization. Other measures were taken as follows: 

- Exemptions from customs tax and domestic consumption tax for two months 

starting March 15 

- Importing medical equipment and supplies to be exclusively used for testing for and 

the treatment of Coronavirus and accepting all related financial aid 

- Reducing fees collected by internet service providers and doubling speed and 

capacity for users to face added traffic during lockdown  
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- Renewing decree number 6036, issued on December 23, 2019, until June 30, 2020 

to extend all National Social Security Fund clearances in order to facilitate procedures 

that require clearance by the fund 

In Tunisia, several measures were taken to ease the financial burden on individuals and 

institutions. These included the following: 

- Postponing the payment of taxes for three months starting April 1 

- The deferral of payment of National Social Security Fund contributions for the second 

quarter for three months 

- Postponing the payment of loan installments for banks and financial institutions for 

six months in addition to partial or full exemption from interest  

- Rescheduling companies’ tax and customs debts for seven years 

- Providing institutions with new loan opportunities to pay running costs and salaries 

- Facilitating the refund of VAT credit within a month 

- Suspension of penalties on delays in tax payments for three months   

- Exempting institutions that have contracts with the government from delay penalties 

for six months
132

 

. In Lebanon, which had already been suffering from a crippling financial crisis, the Central 

Bank issued successive decrees on withdrawing US dollars from banks based on an 

exchange rate of 2,500 Lebanese pounds then this rate increased to 3,000 Lebanese 

pounds then 3,200 and 3,900 to encourage depositors to withdraw from their dollar 

accounts in the local currency. However, the exchange rate depended on the money 

deposited in each account so that holders of big accounts get better exchange rates than 

holders of small accounts. In fact, holders of big accounts were allowed to withdraw at the 

black-market rate. Also, proposals to deduct from big accounts to make up for the losses 

of the banking sector or to impose progressive taxes were discarded following objections 

by the ruling elite. 

The government in Lebanon did not pay for repatriation and left the matter to the national 

carrier Middle East Airlines, which took advantage of the situation to make up for its losses 

during lockdown. Prices of tickets skyrocketed, and no financial aid was offered to students 

or those who cannot afford to pay for tickets. Following calls that the government pay for 

tickets or intervene to reduce their prices, the government declared that the chairman of 

Middle East Airlines Mohamed El Hout would announce a reduction in prices and offer 

special rates to students. Later on, the prime minister said the government would also 

support students who wish to come back in terms of accommodation
133

. 

 

In Egypt, the government offered investors several privileges including energy subsidies 

for factories and touristic facilities (around 9 % of the section of subsidies in the budget 

went to the private sector and 49 % of the subsidies went to the government to cover its 

debt), the deferral of the payment of real estate taxes, and the reduction of taxes on stock 

sales
134

. The government also supported energy-intensive industries with 10 billion 
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Egyptian pounds through energy subsidies. Based on a study conducted by the Egyptian 

Initiative for Personal Rights, subsidies offered to a small number of companies are almost 

equal to monetary subsidies given to millions of poor people
135

. In Tunisia, companies 

benefited the most from measures taken by the government whether through exemptions 

or additional privileges. These measures show that the main objective of governments is 

dealing with the crisis and not supporting vulnerable groups. Even though Tunisia offered 

financial aid to vulnerable groups, this was not the government’s priority nor a major 

component of the plan to deal with the pandemic. As was the case in Egypt, companies 

and businessmen in Tunisia were the real beneficiaries
 136

. 

 

It is true that businesses are bound to be negatively affected by the pandemic, yet this is 

not as urgent as supporting vulnerable groups. Governments, however, had a different 

view as they chose to prioritize the protection of businesses through a set of exemptions 

and privileges
137

. While some measures were taken to support average citizens such as 

postponing payments for loans and credit cards and early payment of salaries, this was 

not enough and the benefits businesses got were still much more substantial. When the 

second wave started, there was hardly any change in this approach. In Egypt, around 26% 

of the population- during the first three months of the outbreak of the pandemic- became 

unemployed while 73.5% had their incomes reduced
138

. According to the second edition of 

the report at the end of September 2020, 54.9% of the total employed individuals had a 

change in their working status, and that percentage increased slightly in urban areas to 

reach 58.4% compared to 52.2% in the countryside, and the total percentage decreased by 

7% compared to the first edition of the report, which is considered a little improvement.
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The nature of the political system plays a major role in shaping response to the pandemic. 

Because Tunisia is less centralized than Egypt, the influence of economic powers was more 

obvious in the latter. This is also attributed to the level of democracy in Tunisia, which 

made the impact of business owners more controlled. In addition, the crisis demonstrated 

that the three countries subject of the study do have resources, but the problem is where 

these resources are channeled. For example, in Lebanon, resources were used for 

protecting the interests of the privileged minority. This included the resources of the 

private sector, especially in the healthcare sector, as well as those of state institutions and 

political parties. The use of such resources was left to each individual entity, hence there 

was no comprehensive plan to face the crisis and the state was unable to integrate all 

resources as part of an inclusive strategy to deal with the pandemic in coordination with 

those entities.   
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Third: Allocation of resources: 

 Where does the money come from?  

 

In Egypt, the president announced in a speech allocating six billion dollars to the 

Coronavirus crisis while the minister of finance announced the allocation of 11 million to 

the ministry
140  . Based on government statements, the six billion dollars would be taken 

from emergency reserves without making any change to the current budget
141

, yet the plan 

based on which this money would be used was not clear. On the other hand, the World 

Bank offered Egypt a 7.9-million-dollar grant to support the government in its efforts to 

curb the spread of Coronavirus
142

.
 

In mid-May, the International Monetary Fund approved a 

2.77-billion-dollar emergency loan to Egypt to help the government deal with the 

Coronavirus crisis and its economic ramifications
143

.  

The budget for the new fiscal year included several exceptional measures to handle the 

economic ramifications of the virus and improve citizens’ consumption power amid fears 

of an economic slowdown. These measures, announced in mid-March 2020, included 

raising wages and increasing taxes on high incomes to purchase medical supplies and 

support poorer segments of society. Among the main measures is increasing the limit of 

tax exemption, that is the net amount not subject to income tax, to around 1,300 US 

dollars annually. Employees in state institutions are the main beneficiaries of this 

exemption since they cannot evade taxes. The government will increase taxes on people 

whose annual income exceeds 25,000 dollars from a maximum of 22.5% to 25%, which 

could help in expanding social protection for vulnerable groups and increasing the income 

of lower-income individuals
144

. 

In Lebanon, the government relied on the 2020 budget, approved by the parliament in 

addition to a draft law on the suspension of some terms of article 23 of the 2020 budget 

law. On April 16, the prime minister announced the launch of an 800-million-dollar social 

protection plan for countering the effects of Coronavirus, supporting daily wagers and 

farmers, boosting the healthcare sector, and giving loans to small industrial businesses to 

boost local production
145

. The government also ratified the modification of the agreement 

with  the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development for a 120-million-dollar 

loan so that 39 million are allotted to dealing with the Coronavirus crisis, particularly 

equipping public hospitals and treating patients.  
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In Tunisia, the government announced allocating 2.5 billion Tunisian dinars (around 850 

million dollars)
146

 from the budget to cover the expenses needed for countering the effect 

of the virus, particularly to support the healthcare sector, companies most harmed by the 

lockdown, and vulnerable groups. Based on official statement, no deductions were made 

so far in the money allotted to any sector and the government encouraged citizens, 

especially actors and football players to donate to the Coronavirus Fund. Tunisia also 

received grants from other countries such as a 50-million-euro grant from Italy and which 

was transferred to the Tunisian Central Bank as part of a plan to help Tunisian institutions 

face the social and economic ramifications of the virus
147

.  

Other sources of funding include the army, syndicates, and  donation accounts. In Egypt, 

donations to the Tahya Misr Fund
148

 reached six million dollars from the Egyptian Armed 

Forces and 1,200,000 dollars from the House of Representatives
149

. In Lebanon, the 

government opened two accounts at the Central Bank, one for the fund created to face 

Coronavirus and the other for social aid. The government called upon the Lebanese both 

inside and outside the country to donate to those accounts. In Tunisia, the government 

opened an account for donations to the Coronavirus fund. Several businessmen took 

advantage of this to embellish their image through donating amounts that are too meagre 

compared to their wealth. A mobile application called Jesr (Arabic for “bridge”) was created 

by the Ministry of Relations with Constitutional Bodies, Civil Society and Human Rights for 

those who wish to make in-kind donations or volunteer to help in measures to curb the 

spread of the virus. The application is also meant to coordinate between volunteer 

initiatives launched by civil society organizations and national and local authorities in 

charge of implementing state policies. 

It becomes obvious that none of the three governments put any pressure on the private 

sector to play a role in dealing with the virus and did not use the resources of private 

medical facilities despite their remarkable expansion in the past few years. In fact, private 

facilities benefited from the rise in the number of cases and so did insurance companies 

that started including Coronavirus in their plans and managed to double the number of 

their insurance policies compared to before the pandemic
150

. Business owners and stock 

market investors also benefited from the crisis, especially in light of the privileges offered 

to them by the state as previously mentioned. 
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In Lebanon, the banking sector benefited 

from the crisis and so did the governor of the 

Central Bank, who is now accused by the 

people of being the reason for the country’s 

economic collapse and for the increased 

wealth of bank owners. Banks tried to 

embellish their public image through modest 

contributions such as the six million dollars 

donated by the Banks Association and 

donations by bank owners announced in 

televised interviews that also aimed at 

embellishing the image of the private sector and businessmen. Several politicians, most of 

whom are partners in banks, took advantage of the situation to appear charitable. Private 

hospitals made a lot of profit because of the pandemic. This brings to the forefront the 

growing crisis of the healthcare sector in Lebanon and which started following the end of 

the Lebanese Civil War when state policies facilitated a large-scale privatization plan that 

resulted in licensing a large number of private hospitals at the expense of public ones
151

. 

This meant that government spending on healthcare benefited private hospitals more than 

public ones that got a lesser share
152

. Nevertheless, several private hospitals were reluctant 

to receive Coronavirus cases. In fact, only four private hospitals are equipped to deal with 

Coronavirus cases
153

 even though the other hospitals have the required resources. This is 

mainly because these hospitals prioritize profit over the necessity of taking part in facing 

the crisis. Private hospitals also took advantage of the pandemic to put pressure on the 

government to get their unpaid dues including from the National Social Security Fund and 

military healthcare funds, hence affecting the government’s ability of purchasing the 

supplies required to deal with the pandemic
154

. The total amount due was around one 

billion dollars and hospitals threatened to close if they do not get their money. 

Negotiations the Ministry of Finance and the Health Committee at the parliament held with 

the Syndicate of Private Hospitals over the cost of treating Coronavirus patients reached a 

dead end
155

 in addition to the already-existing dispute between private hospitals and 

insurance companies over the same issue. Private hospitals rejected all suggestions to 

solve the problem and ignored all the power the government has during the general 

mobilization declared in the aftermath of pandemic.  “And after (private hospitals) 

guaranteed raising the patient’s cost price and calculated the cost of an oxygen hour for a 

Corona patient, they barely met the emergency call resulting from an imminent massacre” 

according to a member of the ministerial committee dedicated to combating Corona, 

Mazen Bou Dargham.
156   
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According to the Minister of Finance, in November and December 2020, the Ministry paid 

$ 125 billion in dues to the Ministry of National Defense for private hospitals and doctors 

’committees, and it will start paying the Ministry of Health’s dues to private hospitals 

during the coming period with a value of $ 119 billion.
157 

 

Suppliers and importers also took advantage of the situation to raise the prices of 

commodities in an economy that is 90% dependent on imports and a market in which the 

value of the dollar keeps fluctuating and where accountability is almost nonexistent.  

In Tunisia, major companies and financial institutions were the least affected, especially 

that they received a set of privileges including the restructuring of fiscal and customs 

taxes. Under those extraordinary circumstances, the government was expected to put 

pressure on tax evaders to pay at least part of debt, but this did not happen. In fact, those 

tax evaders were rewarded through the restructuring of their debts for a period that 

reached seven years even though the crisis was not expected to last for more than a year. 

Allowing corporations to get more loans through opening a 200-million-dollar credit line 

was also problematic, especially that the value of loans should be determined based on 

the need of each company and how affected it is by the crisis. Therefore, fixing an amount 

is quite illogical and opens the door for corruption since many companies would 

manipulate their needs in order to get maximum benefit. It is noteworthy that public 

institutions were exempted from this privilege as if they were not affected by the crisis
158

.  

In Tunisia, economic indicators published by the National Institute for Statistics on August 

15, 2020 showed that the country is heading towards a major crisis. In the second quarter 

of the year, negative economic growth reached unprecedented levels at -21.6%. That is why 

the country needs to adopt a complementary budget until the original budget is modified. 

In an attempt to deal with the situation, the government plans to mobilize additional 

resources for 10 billion dinars (3.5 billion dollars) to fund the deficit for the rest of the 

year
159

. The Tunisian prime minister called upon the Central Bank to purchase bonds to 

fund the deficit in the current year’s budget, yet the bank declined.  

In Egypt, the budget was ratified in in July 2020 by the House of Representatives. Despite 

official statements about amounts to be allocated to fighting the pandemic, the social 

benefits item was reduced in the new budget to 140.7 billion Egyptian pounds, compared 

to 171.8 billion in the previous fiscal year. It is also less than half of the total money 

allocated to the Grants, Subsidies, and Social Benefits expenditure item. In addition, the 

government reduced reserves related to international food prices and the amount allocated 

to state-funded medical care increased by one billion Egyptian pounds. Meanwhile, the 

amount allocated to the Takaful and Karama Money Transfer Program, a social safety net, 

increased from 18.5 billion to only 19 billion while the money allocated to child protection 

remained as meagre as before. This indicates overlooking inflation rates that are expected 
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to reach 9% and could even increase to 12% based on official forecasts on which the 

Ministry of Finance based the budget plan
160

. 

Other businesses flourished with the pandemic. Egypt, for example, witnessed a powerful 

comeback of the Cologne 555, manufactured by a factory affiliated to the Egyptian Sugar 

and Integrated Industries Company since it became the country’s most demanded 

sanitizer. As soon as the Ministry of Health announced recording Coronavirus cases, the 

Kesma-Chabrawichi factory announced that its Cologne 555 is 70% alcohol and can be used 

to fight the virus. With the shortage of alcohol and sanitizers, demand on the cologne 

skyrocketed until it went out of stock, which drove the minister of supply and internal trade 

to pledge providing the market with 10,000 bottles to be available in all outlets. The 

minister of industry and external trade issue a decree to suspend exporting the cologne 

for three months
161

. The same applied to Mahala Spinning and Weaving Company after it 

started producing sanitized face masks
162

. In Tunisia, assistant secretary general of the 

Tunisian General Labor Union Mohamed Ali Boughadiri announced that large numbers of 

workers at private companies were laid off following the economic crisis caused by the 

pandemic.   

While some of the measures aimed at making higher income groups contribute more to 

facing the ramifications of the pandemic, policies adopted by governments still follow the 

“spill-over” approach. This is done through calling upon businessmen and company owners 

not to layoff workers during the crisis and to keep paying them. However, many companies 

did lay off workers or at least reduced their wages. Some companies even suspended their 

activities altogether whether on temporary or permanent basis. In Lebanon, several 

companies informed their staff that their salaries would be reduced or suspended until the 

crisis is over
163

 and in Egypt, several companies reduced salaries
164

. Several experts argue 

that it is in those companies’ best interest to resume work after reducing their workforce 

in an attempt to make up for the losses they sustained during the pandemic. This proves 

that the approach adopted by governments does not yield the desired results, especially 

at times of crises
165

.   
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Fourth: Vulnerable groups during the pandemic: 

Group/ Country Egypt Tunisia Lebanon 

Daily wagers -A financial aid of 30 

dollars was given to 

each of the one million 

and a half informal 

workers. 

 

-Payment is made 

through post offices 

based on text 

messages sent by the 

Ministry of Labor on 

the cellphone of each 

beneficiary to make 

sure overcrowding is 

avoided
166

. 

-Issuing exceptional 

decrees on labor 

including the 

prohibition of the 

layoff of workers 

under any 

circumstances
167

 

 

-Providing financial 

aid for workers at 

cafés, restaurants, 

and nurseries as well 

as craftsmen and 

store owners who 

had to close their 

stores as of early 

April  

 

-Providing a financial aid of 

400,000 Lebanese pounds 

(263 dollars) while the 

minimum wage was 450 

dollars before the value of 

the local currency dropped 

by half and the purchasing 

power of needy families 

declined drastically
168

 

 

-In March 2020, the income 

of all workers dropped by 

more than two thirds and 

few of them said they have 

savings. Most beneficiaries 

saw financial aid as a 

positive step towards 

mitigating the impact of the 

pandemic followed by food 

assistance offered to 

families
169

 

Women -The prime minister 

issued a decree to give 

women who work in 

state institutions who 

support children of 

less than 12 years old 

paid leave while the 

crisis persists and the 

same applies to 

mothers who support 

children with 

disabilities
170

  

 

-A hotline was created 

to receive reports 

from victims of 

domestic violence and 

give them both legal 

and psychological 

support  

-Temporary 

quarantine was 

dedicated only for 

women coming from 

abroad in cooperation 

with the Ministry of 

Health for 14 days to 

-The public prosecutor at 

the Court of Cessation 

issued a decree to the 

ministries of justice and 

interior and prosecution 

offices to immediately 

process domestic violence 

reports and to 

communicate with victims 

via video calls or any other 

means of communication if 

she is unable to go to the 

police station because of 

the lockdown
172

. 
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make sure they do 

not have the virus.  

 

-Victims of abuse 

were given permanent 

accommodation in 

shelters affiliated to 

the Ministry of 

Woman’s Affairs
171

 

 

People with 

disabilities 

-An exceptional leave 

was given to people 

with disabilities who 

work at government 

institutions
173

. 

 

The government did 

not take special 

measures for people 

with disabilities.  

The government did not 

take measures for people 

with disabilities and they 

were faced with many 

challenges especially in 

buying food and medicine 

under general mobilization 

and during night curfews. 

Many of them also worked 

as daily wagers and many 

were unemployed
174

 

Senior citizens 

and patients with 

chronic and 

serious diseases 

-The president said in 

a speech that working 

senior citizens have to 

get leave under the 

current 

circumstances
175

. 

 

-Senior citizens and 

government 

employees who suffer 

from chronic diseases 

such as hypertension 

and diabetes were 

given exceptional 

leave
176

. 

-Financial aid was 

given to senior 

citizens with health 

problems and small 

pensions
177

.   

 

-The government did not 

take special measures for 

senior citizens and patients 

with chronic diseases 

 

-The second wave coincided 

with the Beirut Harbor 

explosion, which 

aggravated the situation of 

patients with chronic 

diseases. The economic 

crisis also made it harder to 

import medical supplies 

and medications used for 

chronic diseases
178

. 

Prisoners -The government did 

not respond to calls by 

civil society to 

conditionally release 

prisoners in order to 

-The General 

Directorate of Prisons 

and Rehabilitation 

sanitized cells and 

temporarily 

-In Lebanon, visits were 

reduced, cells were 

sanitized, and social 

distancing was imposed. 

Prisoners received 
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curb the spread of the 

virus in prisons and 

other detentions 

facilities
179

. 

 

-The Ministry of 

Interior announced 

sanitizing all prisons, 

examining prisoners, 

suspending visits, 

installing sanitizing 

gates, and distributing 

face masks and 

sanitizers among staff 

and inmates
180

. Despite 

this, a report by 

Human Rights Watch 

suggested that 

Coronavirus is 

spreading in Egyptian 

prisons
181 . 

 

suspended regular 

visits while allowing 

each prisoner one 

monitored visit every 

week. However, more 

decisions need to be 

taken about pretrial 

detention and the 

passing of verdicts
182

. 

- President Kais Saeid 

issued presidential 

pardons on two 

stages, which resulted 

in the release of 

around 2,500 

prisoners.  

assistance in the form of 

sanitizers and cleaning 

supplies.  

 

-Several prisoners 

demanded general amnesty, 

reducing jail time, and 

processing pending cases 

especially in light of the 

large numbers of unlawful 

detentions
183

. 

 

-The Amnesty Committee 

was expected to proceed 

with the release of 300 

prisoners that received 

presidential pardon as part 

of a plan to curb the spread 

of the virus
184

.  

 

-In September, the minister 

of justice called upon 

relevant Courts of Appeals 

to look into requests to 

reduce prison sentences in 

order to protect prisoners 

from the virus. 

- In September, the minister 

of health announced that 

prison 
185

 administrations 

launched an emergency 

plan to isolate mild and 

medium Coronavirus cases 

while hospitalizing critical 

cases
186

 

Refugees -The WHO 

representative in Egypt 

-The UNHCR in 

Tunisia, in 

-Syrian and Palestinian 

refugees in Lebanon did not 
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confirmed that the 

Egyptian government 

will offer all the 

necessary healthcare 

services for refugees 

in collaboration with 

the UNHCR as was the 

case with the 

treatment of Hepatitis 

C
187

 

coordination with its 

local partners, the 

Arab Institute for 

Human Rights, the 

Tunisian Council for 

Refugees, and the 

Tunisian Association 

for Management and 

Social Stability, 

supervises measures 

to protect refugees 

from contracting the 

virus.   

 

-A campaign was 

launched to sanitize 

all refugee centers in 

the south. 

benefit from financial 

assistance provided by the 

government under the 

pretext that they already 

receive assistance from the 

UNHCR
188

 

 

- the Directorate of General 

Security issued a decree 

that does not allow 

Palestinians who were 

outside Lebanon when the 

lockdown started to be 

repatriated with Lebanese 

citizens
189

. This decree was 

modified later to allow 

Palestinians to be 

repatriated only in case of 

availability on board the 

planes
190

. 

-The UNHCR announced 

covering the cost of 

Coronavirus tests and 

treatment for Syrian 

refugees at any medical 

center and based on 

recommendations from the 

Ministry of Health
191

. 

Foreign labor -The Egyptian 

government did not 

take measures for 

migrant labor such as 

female domestic 

workers from Africa. 

-The Ministry of Social 

Affairs pledged to 

provide African 

workers, who mainly 

work in restaurants 

and cafés, with their 

basic needs without 

discriminating 

between them and 

citizens. 

-Several measures 

were taken to 

facilitate the work of 

organizations in 

-Government aid did not 

include foreign labor.  
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charge of foreign 

labor and to provide 

them with financial 

and in-kind aid. These 

organizations called 

upon landlords to 

postpone rent 

payments for the 

months of April and 

May. 

-Visas were extended 

as of March 2020
192

. 

 

 

 

Building on the above overview, we can come up with certain concluding remarks, in terms 

of the support mechanisms, Egypt was the most efficient since it designed a system of 

support to vulnerable groups that merged technological tools with conventional 

mechanisms to cater to the needs of those who are not tech-savvy. This is demonstrated 

particularly in the case of women. While Tunisia did not need to do the same because of 

the difference in population as for, Lebanon, it was not in as much need for this because 

of its decentralized system. This means that each country adopted the measures that best 

suited its context. It was, however, expected that a support system designed in such a 

short time under unprecedented circumstances would face several challenges in 

implementation. This could have been avoided through involving municipalities, civil 

society, and citizens in the process. For example, in Egypt 5.4% of families depended on 

the informal workers’ grant while 48% resorted to borrowing and 17.3% relied on charity 
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which explains the importance of the role of the community in dealing with the 

pandemic
193

. On the level of human rights, both Lebanon and Tunisia focused on the 

indirect impact of the pandemic such as domestic violence and offered support for victims. 

The three countries, however, did not pay enough attention to the ramifications of the 

pandemic on the elderly and people with disabilities. On the political level, Tunisia was the 

most efficient in dealing with prisoners while the government in Lebanon kept 

procrastinating and the government in Egypt was totally irresponsive. Egypt, on the other 

hand, was the best together with Tunisia in dealing with the impact of the crisis on refugees 

while this was not applied to Lebanon, where almost no support was provided for refugees.  
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Fifth: Transparency and media discourse: 

Is there any progress? 

  

The suddenness of the event and its deviation from the usual news and political context – 

in addition to the lack of experience among media teams in dealing with an unprecedented 

pandemic – posed a challenge to media outlets throughout the world, including in 

democratic and highly industrialized countries. The pandemic also provoked a discussion 

about how to rapidly respond to such an exceptional event and reset the priorities of the 

media as well as remedy its shortcomings.
194

 

There was a relative improvement in the media discourse of the three countries. For 

example, the government in Egypt focused on holding press conferences and releasing 

daily reports on the latest developments in Coronavirus cases through the official pages 

of the Cabinet and the Ministry of Health on social networking websites
195

 as well as 

through TV channels and radio stations that also featured awareness campaigns about 

protection and the importance of staying at home. The Ministry of Health also used text 

messages for updates and a special website 

 (https://www.care.gov.eg/EgyptCare/Index.aspx) was created by the Cabinet to offer 

updates, instructions, and latest news
196

.  

 

In Lebanon, the Ministry of Information became the official source of developments on 

Coronavirus through posting updates on its website
197

. The minister of health held several 

press conferences and interviews and  answered citizens’ questions via Facebook. In 

addition, Lebanese people received regular text messages on the latest developments as 

well as the times of press conferences and interviews with officials and details on 

awareness campaigns.  On July 16, the minister of health launched an application called 

“Together Against Corona” to trace those who got in contact with people who tested 

positive to be installed for free and a text message was sent to all citizens with details on 

installing and using the app
198

.  

The problems of Lebanese media precede the pandemic since most media outlets are 

linked to decision making circles both inside and outside the country. The pandemic, 

however, laid more emphasis on the way media outlets in Lebanon took advantage of crisis 

to serve political, economic, and sectarian agendas. When Lebanon recorded the first 

Coronavirus case, many media outlets used the news to support the political camp they 

represent and undermine its rivals. Several media outlets even aired news without verifying 

their authenticity and released reports that were not based on any scientific studies. These 
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included a report on the transmission of the virus from animals to human beings, which 

led many to give up their pets. Many media outlets also launched donation campaigns, but 

those aimed at serving the agendas of businessmen and politicians, especially those 

involved in corruption cases who needed to embellish their image.  

In the midst of contradictory news and fake reports, the government decided to coordinate 

with media outlets about the coverage of Coronavirus, yet no clear strategy was adopted. 

The Ministry of Information and relevant entities advised citizens to stick to information 

provided by the National News Agency. Other media outlets, especially written ones, played 

a major role in ensuring the authenticity of material they release and to steer clear of 

political and sectarian agendas while criticizing the performance of officials and decision-

makers whenever necessary. 

In Tunisia, it is possible to distinguish between public and private media outlets. Public 

outlets, both audio and audiovisual, dedicated all airtime to awareness campaigns and 

interviews with doctors and scientists and covered the daily press conferences held by the 

Ministry of Health to update citizens on the number of cases and deaths. During the first 

20 days of the pandemic, the level of transparency was remarkably high, especially through 

the daily press conferences. However, the Ministry of Health decided to only hold press 

conferences when there are important updates and to post regular news on the ministry’s 

official Facebook page. A TV channel was also created in cooperation with the Ministry of 

Education to facilitate the process of distance learning. National TV started a show that 

discussed all developments related to the pandemic and interacted with officials from the 

ministries of health, foreign affairs, and interior, and doctors. 

The three cases prove that media outlets can be used efficiently to spread knowledge and 

ensure transparency and that not doing that in normal circumstance is rather because of 

lack of will. It is noteworthy that the number of viewers increased remarkably when the 

media adopted this new strategy as citizens were able to trust news and reports aired on 

those outlets. This proves that transparency is never a luxury and never an obstacle in the 

way of development. Transparency also plays a major role in eliminating corruption.                       
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Sixth: The role of  civil society and municipalities:  

It could be said that precautionary measures taken by governments were welcome by both 

citizens and civil society, especially that many of those measures were in response to 

common demands. There were reservations on a number of issues such as employers not 

offering workers enough protection in the workspace and delaying the implementation of 

precautionary measures until the situation worsened. This was demonstrated in Egypt 

when the first positive case in the National Cancer Institute was not taken seriously and 

later 17 of the people who got in contact with the first case tested positive
199

. 

When lockdown was imposed, the majority of citizens respected the rules despite violations 

that included not maintaining social distance and not abiding by curfew hours especially 

on the part of youths. This led to imposing fines on violators and at times arresting them. 

It is noteworthy that the economic situation in the three countries and lack of a solid plan 

to make up for the losses sustained by low-income groups made it hard for many to 

observe lockdown. In Lebanon, financial aid given to each family was less than the 

minimum wage, which pushed groups that rely in their livelihood on daily wages to violate 

lockdown. Several protests erupted against those measures such as Tripoli where a man 

set himself on fire and many risked going to work during the peak of the pandemic. 

However, the majority abided by measures and cases of violation remained relatively 

limited unlike what media outlets reported.  

Civil society in the three countries contributed to dealing with the pandemic through a 

number of initiatives that complemented government efforts and at times monitor the 

performance of the government. Civil society initiatives ranged between relief, awareness, 

and medical support. In Egypt, Ahl Masr Foundation for Development signed a protocol 

with the Supreme Council of University Hospitals to provide university hospitals with 

equipment and supplies needed to deal with the pandemic
200

 in addition to an initiative for 

manufacturing 5,000 ventilators. The January 25 Hospital was built from donations via 

social media and placed under the administration of the Ministry of Health to use it for 

quarantine or as it sees fit
201

. Several initiatives used videos and infographics posted on 

social media to raise awareness about the virus and protection measures
202

. Youths from 

several governorates made posters about protection from the virus and hung them in 

different places across their cities, which was the case in the governorates of Sharqiya and 

Aswan
203

. Charity organizations contributed to mitigating the impact of the pandemic. For 

example, the Egyptian Food Bank launched a campaign to support workers and distributed 

500 thousand food boxes
204

. Abwab El Kheir Association launched a similar initiative and 
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another to support medical staff
205

and the associations of Masr El Kheir and Resala 

launched campaigns to support families in need. The Tahya Misr Fund also launched a 

campaign to collect donations from institutions and individuals to purchase medical 

equipment and support vulnerable groups
206

. 

Several civil society organizations in Tunisia coordinated with municipalities to provide 

vulnerable groups with assistance while others launched a campaign with the Red Crescent 

to sanitize streets, stores, and institutions. Organizations working on health launched 

campaigns in working-class neighborhoods while others focused on transparency through 

applications that allow citizens to monitor donations they made to the fund created 

especially to pandemic-related assistance and make sure they reached the beneficiaries in 

addition to tracing medical supplies purchased by the Ministry of Health in coordination 

with the Ministry of Human Rights. Among the most successful of those applications was 

the one called “Where did your money go?” Other organizations launched applications that 

allow communicating with and monitoring the progress of quarantined patients in 

coordination with the Ministry of Communication Technology. 

In Lebanon, several civil society organizations provided training sessions in primary care 

centers and designed emergency plans for refugee camps in coordination with the Ministry 

of Health. Several initiatives were taken by political parties, which assume the role of the 

government in Lebanon. These initiatives focused on training medical staff, establishing 

medical centers, and providing food assistance. Added to this were similar initiatives by 

volunteers and civil society organizations. The National Mental Health Program at the 

Ministry of Health launched an initiative in coordination with the WHO, civil society, and 

the Lebanese University to offer psychological support to those impacted by the 

pandemic
207

. Several civil society organizations provided training sessions in primary care 

centers and designed emergency plans for refugee camps in coordination with the Ministry 

of Health
208

. The minister of health praised the role played by civil society organizations in 

facing the pandemic.  

Relief initiatives were the fastest and most efficient in the three countries despite attempts 

at using them for political purposes in the case of Lebanon. Awareness initiatives also 

played an important role in dealing with the pandemic. Civil society organizations used 

social networking websites to spread knowledge about ways of protection from the virus 

and what to do in case of displaying symptoms. With the rise in the number of cases, the 

role of civil society was emphasized whether through providing the basic needs of groups 

that are most affected by the pandemic or offering help through the phone as was the case 

in Egypt. Bureaucracy often stood in the way of these initiatives, hence negatively impacting 

their scope and effect. This was shown in the case of Tunisia when volunteers had to get 

security permits to be able to move from one place to another. 
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The role of municipalities, on the other hand, was determined by the degree of centralism 

in each of the three countries. In Tunisia, in which democratic transition is progressing,  

municipalities played a legislative role through making decisions pertaining to their 

regions. Municipalities did not only implement measures adopted by the central 

government, but several of them added more measures to ensure the safety of locals. This 

was demonstrated in the case of the governorates of Sousse and Ariana such as restricting 

the activities of restaurants and cafés to take out and offering hotels and hostels to be 

used for quarantining Tunisians arriving from abroad. The pandemic was the first major 

test for municipalities since the May 2018 municipal elections since it demonstrated the 

degree of independence municipal councils enjoy. For example, the decision to change the 

opening hours of restaurants, cafés, and bars taken on March 13 was a positive step taken 

by all municipalities in addition to sanitizing streets, government institutions, means of 

transportation, and bus stops. Some municipalities even installed thermographic cameras 

in marketplaces
209

.  

Municipalities closely monitored stores and restaurants to make sure they are abiding by 

opening hours and to detect any cases. Police patrols played a role too through passing 

through neighborhoods and raising awareness about the pandemic via megaphones
210

. To 

avoid overcrowding, several municipalities closed public spaces such as zoos, public parks, 

and marketplaces
211

.  

In Lebanon, where the system is highly decentralized, municipalities played a major role 

in dealing with the crisis. This was particularly the case in village and towns were municipal 

councils are in close contact with the people. The Ministry of Interior also assigned 

municipalities several tasks related to dealing with the pandemic. The government created 

crisis management committees affiliated to municipalities to provide locals with their basic 
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needs. Municipalities raised awareness in their regions, trained teams to offer support to 

locals, and created helplines across municipalities. The Ministry of Interior and 

municipalities issued decree 8/2020 that allows municipalities to name places that can be 

used for quarantine for those who were in contact with people who tested positive and 

positive cases that do not need hospitalization
212

.  

Municipalities distributed sanitizers and awareness flyers and created local crisis 

management committees that worked with both governorates and relevant ministries. They 

also work with the government to provide poor families with aid, yet this was faced with 

several challenges including objections to the government’s role in identifying poor 

families. The minister of social affairs announced the launch of municipal platforms that 

facilitate the distribution of financial aid and local funds were created for that purpose. 

Municipalities monitored the implementation of precautionary measures, made sure there 

are no gatherings, and supervised the performance of businesses exempted from full 

closure especially home delivery services on which many citizens depended following the 

lockdown. Several municipalities
213

 reported cases and transferred patients to hospital in 

cooperation with the Red Cross and several local entities, many of which are affiliated to 

political parties. Some municipalities attempted to isolate the regions under their 

jurisdiction to curb the spread of the virus, but when they were unable to do that because 

of objections, they monitored incomers and outcomes and sanitized cars. However, the 

isolation of areas in which many cases were recorded is still likely even though the debate 

about this has been used for sectarian purposes
214

.  On May 22, the minister of health 

stressed the necessity of setting a plan in which all municipalities take part, and which 

involved appointing a person for every region to be in charge of tracking cases together 

with a medical team. He said that the major role in this plan will be played by municipalities 

since they are more capable than security forces of ensuring the implementation of 

precautionary measures and respecting curfew hours and added that municipal councils 

will have the full power to implement those measures in accordance with the general 

mobilization law
215

. 

The role of municipalities increased remarkably with the start of the second wave as cases 

in villages and towns were on the rise. Despite coordination between municipalities and 

the Ministry of Interior to contain the virus, the minister issued a decree in October to put 

111 municipalities under lockdown, which led to objections by several of those 

municipalities while others decided to comply. Several municipal councils called upon the 

minister to remove them from the lockdown list either because the number of cases was 

not accurate or because locals would be unable to bear the economic ramifications of 

lockdown while pledging to follow all precautionary measures
216

.  

In Egypt, municipalities have played no role since 2011 and role they played before that 

was extremely limited since they had no say in the decision-making process owing to the 
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highly centralized system in which they operate. Following the spread of Coronavirus, 

municipalities ensured the implementation of precautionary measures especially the 

closure of stores, cafés, and tutoring centers in addition to receiving complaints and 

conveying them to the Ministry of Local Development, but they did not play a crucial in 

dealing with the crisis
217

. Therefore, Municipalities in Egypt only adopted measures dictated 

by the central government and followed up on their implementation.   
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Seventh: Democracy and governance: 

The decision-making process: 

 

In Egypt, the Higher Committee for the Management of the Coronavirus Crisis was created 

to follow up on measures to curb the spread of the virus, set an emergency plan, and 

officially respond to rumors about the pandemic
218

. The committee is also in charge of 

following up on the latest developments, issue all executive decrees, and adopting 

precautionary measures as well as following up on implementation in ministries and 

relevant entities
219

. The committee holds meetings based on latest developments, 

especially upon an increase in the number of cases and the detection of social practices 

that might lead to the spread of the virus
220

. 

In Lebanon, the Coronavirus Follow-up Committee was created to work with the 

government and relevant ministries, submitted recommendations to the government, and 

implemented measures adopted by the government. The government also created crisis 

management committees in municipalities to identify the needs of each region and work 

with the Ministry of Interior and political parties. The committee meets on regular basis 

and submits recommendations to the Cabinet. For example, in its May 22 meeting, the 

committee warned that the virus is spreading fast and that stricter measures need to be 

adopted
221

.  

In Tunisia, the National Coronavirus Response Authority, which is directly supervised by 

the prime minister, coordinates between different relevant entities, especially vital sectors, 

and makes decisions after communicating with governors and local committees in charge 

of crisis management.  

Most committees created at the time of the pandemic were affiliated to and supervised by 

executive powers. While in Egypt the committee was mainly in charge of follow up, the 

committee in Lebanon made recommendation and in Tunisia handled coordination. 

Meanwhile, the decision-making process remained mainly monopolized by executive 

powers and state institutions. The crisis has, in fact, demonstrated the vital role the state 

can play in terms of providing services and dealing with emergencies. However, the 

centralization of the Egyptian system impacted decision making since neither civil society 

nor citizens were given the chance to take part in this process, make recommendations, 

or start initiatives. In Lebanon, decisions were generally made by the government, which 

drafted laws and referred them to parliament for ratification. The parliament convened for 

the first time on April 21, 22, and 23 and when discussion of a draft law submitted by the 

government to open a new line of credit for 800 million dollars, but the session ended 

when quorum was lost after many MPs left. The parliament convened in May and approved 
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the draft law provided that the government identifies how the money would be used
222

.  

The government assigned relevant ministries the task of issuing decrees related to their 

specialization and ministries, in turn, gave instructions to entities that fall under their 

jurisdiction. For example, the Ministry of Interior gave instructions to municipalities and 

security institutions. The Ministry of Health, on the other hand, did a good job at 

communicating with people whether through press conferences or direct conversations via 

social networks. 

The legislative power played a limited role in Egypt. 

The parliament tried to follow the developments of 

the crisis and several MPs submitted proposals and 

draft laws, usually handled by the executive power, 

for dealing with its ramifications.  There were cases 

when those proposals were accepted, which was the 

case with the suspension of classes requested by 

member of parliament on March 11, 2020
223

. Other 

proposals were rejected such as the one that 

requested postponing the payment of electricity 

bills. MPs submitted a number of other proposals 

pertaining to procedures for tracking recoveries 

and monitoring the implementation of 

precautionary measures such as wearing face 

masks in public transportation and making sure 

public places are not overcrowded
224

. 

Specific committees at the House of Representatives followed up on precautionary 

measures and looked into suggestions and complaints, each depending on its field. On 

April 15, the parliament held a press conference to announce recommendations issued by 

those committees, including considering medical staff who died of Coronavirus martyrs 

and treating them as such based on the first article of law 16/2018, requesting that deputy 

health ministers in all governorates submit regular reports to MPs and that governors 

coordinate with them in order to make the best use of available resources. They also 

demanded regular sanitization of prisons and ensuring that protection measures are 

strictly followed there
225

. 

In Tunisia, the prime minister submitted a request to the parliament to authorize him to 

issue decrees pertaining to Coronavirus based on Article 70 of the constitution. The last 

version of this draft law was ratified by the Committee on the Rules of Procedures, 

Immunity, Parliamentary Legislation and Election Law after making a lot of modifications 

to the original version. These modifications included duration and powers. For example, 

based on the latest version, the prime minister is authorized to issue decrees related to 
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curbing the spread of Coronavirus for two months on issues related to facing the 

ramifications of the pandemic and ensuring the operation of all vital utilities. The 

authorization is limited to four areas: first, finance and taxes to support individuals and 

institutions that are most harmed by the crisis and mobilizing resources to cover required 

expenses; second, rights and freedoms, court procedures and penalties, and detentions; 

third, healthcare, environment, education, and culture; fourth, operating vital utilities and 

ensuring the provision of citizens’ basic needs
226

. Decrees issued by the prime minister 

under this authorization are to be submitted to the parliament for approval following the 

end of the two months, which means that the parliament will be monitoring the 

performance of the government. When the second wave started, the Tunisian parliament 

was in recess and the first session was held on October 1. In this session, the parliament 

ratified the appointment of the new government following the resignation of Elyes 

Fakhfakh’s government. In fact, political instability that preceded the appointment of a 

new government played a role in Tunisia’s inability to adopt all the requited measures to 

curb the spread of the virus during the first wave.       

On August 10, following the Beirut Harbor explosion, prime minister Hassan Diab resigned, 

and Mustafa Adib replaced him then also resigned to be replaced by Saad El Hariri. As of 

mid-December 2020, the government had not yet been formed due to various political 

considerations. The delay in forming the government comes to constitute an additional 

burden on the delicate and exhausted economic, social, political, and health situation the 

country is experiencing, especially in light of the Corona crisis, and the country's need to 

form a government as soon as possible to take urgent decisions that are compatible with 

the urgency of this period, especially since several external parties link their formation to 

the condition of providing assistance. And all of this in light of the absence of oversight, 

market breakdowns, continued smuggling, and the lira’s exchange rate rapidly and 

massively depreciating, especially with the near maturity for banks ending in February, and 

the games practiced by this sector in partnership with the Central Bank and banking shops, 

which constitute an additional burden on the lira. And the prices have steadily risen. 

Civil society organizations made several attempts at taking part in the decision-making 

process and succeeded at times and failed at others. In Egypt, the government responded 

to calls by civil society to impose partial lockdown and provide aid for informal workers 

and senior citizens while calls for the release of prisoners were overlooked. Civil society 

organizations launched awareness campaigns and conducted studies that followed up on 

the implementation of healthcare procedures
227

 in addition to writing white papers such 

as, for example, an analysis of labor relations during the pandemic
228

. The media played a 

role in focusing on particular issues such as informal labor and the opening of factories 

and companies to keep the economy going. The media also lobbied for not responding to 
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calls for releasing prisoners under the pretext that such a step would compromise national 

security and undermine the war on terrorism.   

Social networking websites managed to put pressure on the Egyptian government to make 

or retract certain decisions. For example, the debate about repatriated Egyptians and 

objections to have them pay for quarantine led to issuing a presidential decree that 

quarantine expenses will be taken from the Tahya Misr Fund. When this was not 

implemented, campaigns on social media returned until the government decided to give 

returnees free accommodation at university hostels
229

. 

In some cases, civil society plays a monitoring role, usually through social media. This was 

shown in Lebanon in the way the government was lobbied into paying for the tickets of the 

repatriated, especially those who cannot afford to pay for themselves and into allowing 

Palestinians on board repatriation flights even though that depended on availability. 

Political parties adopted different strategies to deal with the crisis in areas in which they 

are influential and mobilized both material and human resources to make that possible
230

. 

In Tunisia, the National Coronavirus Response Authority did not identify a mechanism for 

communicating with civil society and the municipalities or for interacting with the people 

to answer their questions and know their needs. No plan for monitoring the performance 

of the authorities was announced whether by civil society or the parliament and the 

authorities did not initiate contact with any of the relevant parties to get feedback on local 

developments, the implementation of precautionary measures, or the ramifications of the 

pandemic and lockdown.   
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Based on the general framework of public policymaking, it becomes necessary to identify 

the problem. In the case of the pandemic, the problem was preidentified and the issue was 

how fast the response to this problem would be. It was fast in the case of Tunisia and 

Lebanon since both countries started adopting preemptive measures before any cases were 

recorded. The analysis of the problem, the second step following identification, relied in 
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the three countries on information released by the WHO. In the three cases, the 

contribution of society in the policymaking process was minimal. Objectives were also not 

clearly defined, which led to confusion, especially in Lebanon where cases kept increasing 

despite preemptive measures. The dominance of executive powers was demonstrated in 

the three cases and so was the limited, and usually symbolic, role played by the legislative 

powers. 

The implementation stage looked quite promising in the three countries at the beginning 

of the pandemic. This was shown in committees created to monitor and follow up on the 

implementation of protective measures and the use of media outlets to keep citizens 

informed of the latest updates. While the level of performance did not remain the same, 

general results were good in Lebanon and Tunisia mainly through the way developments 

were dealt with. This was demonstrated in going back to lockdown when cases started 

increasing once again in late May. In Egypt, there was more inclination towards changing 

strategies, yet results were more linked to the implementation of the strategy and how it 

builds upon previous experience rather than the strategy itself. The evaluation of public 

policies at the time of crisis is, after all, usually based on results achieved during this crisis 

whether in terms of controlling it or letting it get out of control. It is, however, still early 

to decide how successful policies adopted in each of the three countries are and how 

capable they will be of overcoming the gaps mentioned in this study.  
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Conclusion 

In light of the financial crisis through which many countries in the world are going, the 

pandemic came to expose the fragility of several state institutions particularly those related 

to public services such as healthcare. Despite the efforts made by the ministries of health 

and other relevant state institutions during the pandemic, structural defects had a negative 

impact on results. The pandemic also brought back to the forefront the problem of security 

approaches, which was clear in imposing lockdown or curfew without providing vulnerable 

groups with their basic needs. This led vulnerable groups either to break the rules as was 

the case in Egypt or protest as was the case in Lebanon.   

Structural defects were not the only problem since policies which restrict the government 

and its institutions are also defective. For example, comprehensive protection nets require 

increasing public expenditure while the dominant approach that is promoted by 

international financial institutions and which depends on austerity measures, hence does 

not make this possible. States are, therefore, restricted in their ability to support public 

services. In fact, austerity measures were even imposed on Lebanon in response to its 

economic crisis, hence making the situation worse. Meanwhile, other international 

organizations do not interfere despite numerous studies about the role of these measures 

in intensifying inequality and the decline of social protection.  These organizations do not 

put pressure on international financial organizations to change their policies.  

While the three countries responded effectively to the crisis, there was an obvious need for 

a better management of resources, which requires adopting a different approach in the 

policymaking process on both the procedural and technical levels. The limited role of 

parliaments and elected municipal councils as far as evaluation and monitoring are 

concerned reveals how defective the policymaking process is. Lack of proper utilization of 

the resources of the private sector as a means of dealing with the crisis reveals the need 

for revising planning methodologies. The revival of several industries during the pandemic 

is an example of unused resources that need to be utilized whether at times of crises or 

as part of an attempt to boost the economy and support production in general. 

The pandemic showed that while the three countries are not on the same level of 

centralization, the crisis was managed in a highly centralized manner. The role of 

municipalities and civil society organizations came later, and they were not consulted in 

the planning stage, hence their role was mobilization for the people to follow the 

instructions, rather than contribution in the decision-making process. Executive powers 

were almost fully in control even in cases when there were legislative obstacles. This is 

demonstrated in the Tunisian case when the prime minister requested authorization to 

issue executive decrees. While this kind of measures can be common during emergencies 

if state institutions are not prepared to deal with the crisis, this situation in itself proves 

the importance of enhancing the role of parliaments and civil society organizations so that 

the state is prepared to face such crises. It is through those entities that the state can 

understand the needs of the people and can also request that they abide by rules.  
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Several main components of good governance are also missing such as transparency. 

Another problem was the fact that responses to the crisis were momentary and came in 

the form immediate reactions rather than long-term plans that link different stages of 

dealing with the crisis with developments on the ground. The WHO needed to provide 

procedural guidelines that cover different scenarios linked to developments taking place 

in each country and to monitor their implementation. In addition, the three countries 

mostly relied in communication on TV channels and the news while websites and social 

networks were not used for interacting with citizens but rather for informing them of 

updates. This meant that governments did not get any feedback on their performance and 

the measures they adopted. In fact, some countries in the region used the crisis to impose 

restrictions on internet use through unjust laws, which was the case in Morocco even 

though this did not last for long owing to pressure by civil society. This demonstrated how 

civil society can play a more prominent role during crises.   

The policymaking process has to be done in a democratic and participatory manner that 

guarantees the contribution of citizens who should identify their problems and needs and 

also monitor the performance of officials. When this does not take place, the majority of 

people would remain under the mercy of a minority that controls economic resources and 

prioritize profit, which widens gaps and exacerbates injustice. In addition to their 

necessary contribution in the policymaking process, a partnership needs to be created by 

civil society organizations in order to mobilize efforts for the purpose of achieving 

development, forming a lobbying bloc that can affect the decision-making process, 

monitoring the implementation of projects, and submitting recommendations
231

. 

The policymaking process cannot overlook other factors associated with the achievement 

of social justice such as gender, especially as far as the distribution of resources is 

concerned as well as environmental issues and the long-term impact of policies. This 

requires changing the methodologies not only of decision making but also of budgeting 

on both the local and national levels. This can be done through balancing programs instead 

of balancing items in the budget, hence channeling expenditure in a fairer manner
232

. 

In addition to all of the above, decentralization becomes a substantial requirement in the 

Arab region. This could be done through expanding the role of municipal councils in 

monitoring the performance of local officials and handling complaints and interpellations. 

Decentralization makes it possible to base decisions on the local needs of each region
233

. 

It also  ensures that voting is not the only role citizens can play, but they can also take part 

in monitoring the performance of officials on both local and national levels. 

Decentralization is not possible without a considerable level of financial autonomy in 

municipal councils so that they have the right to use the resources as needed within the 

context of their respective regions and also to have the freedom of deciding the value of 
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taxes and other local fees and to have their own budgets, hence becoming capable of 

overcoming restrictions imposed by the central government. This not only guarantees a 

better distribution of resources but also ensures better handling of crises
234

.  

Developing a social protection system basically requires funding from the central 

government. This can be possible through a fair tax system that includes progressive 

taxes, capital revenue taxes, and wealth taxes to fund this system. This system should not 

only include healthcare services but also all basic services citizens need as well as 

preparedness for crises.   

Despite attempts by governments to support vulnerable groups, this support was limited 

especially when compared to privileges given to the private sector. This means that 

business owners were the group that benefited the most from government support. This 

proves that the surplus profit made by businessmen does not automatically benefit poorer 

groups, but the exact opposite is true. Even using the capitalist logic, it is important to 

improve the conditions of poorer classes to expand the market, hence allowing business 

owners to make more profit. That is why it is necessary to increase government support 

for vulnerable groups through a model that is closer to a welfare state than a neoliberal 

one. Development methodologies also need to be revised to give precedence to education, 

healthcare, and housing so that different sectors are prepared to deal with any arising 

crises.    
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